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Executive summary  
This deliverable presents the outcome of T2.1-The SEDNA risk-based design 
framework. The design framework aims to support goal/risk-based design of Arctic ships 
in agreement with the International Code for Ships Operating in Polar Waters (Polar 
Code). To this aim, the design framework integrates the regulations of the Polar Code 
into a holistic design process that also considers operational requirements and cost-
efficiency. To enable a holistic design process, considering Arctic shipping specific 
challenges, the framework integrates a wide range of different performance assessment 
tools and methods including: 

• System thinking, which (1) supports a holistic design process by making it 
possible to treat an arctic ship as a part of a wider arctic maritime transport 
system (AMTS), and (2) facilitates the design process by making it possible to 
divide an arctic ship or AMTS into a set of subsystems that can be designed 
separately.  

• Discrete Event Simulation (DES) based Monte Carlo simulations, which makes it 
(1) possible to assess the operational performance of an AMTS considering a 
multitude of stochastic factors and various interaction and self-reinforcing effects, 
and (2) to determine operational data relevant both for the design of various ship 
systems, and for the assessment of the cost-efficiency and robustness of 
competing conceptual designs.  

• Tools for the assessment of ice loading on ships, and the consideration of 
various accidental events. 

A significant part of the deliverable consists of analyses and validations of various 
performance assessment tools and approaches, with the aim to make these fit for goal-
based design. We focus on two different categories of tools that are of particular 
importance in the context of goal/risk-based Arctic ship design: (1) tools for assessing 
ice loading on ships, and (2) tools for assessing the likelihood of various arctic shipping 
specific accidental events.  

Because the ship-ice interaction process is complex and not fully understood, there are 
multiple different approaches and method for assessing ice loading on ships. We choose 
to focus on three relevant, but fundamentally different methods:  

1. The event-maximum method, which is a probabilistic and fundamentally empirical 
method that can be used to assess the maximum ice load that a ship will be 
exposed to over a specific period (e.g. 1 year). 

2. The Popov method, which utilizing the principle of conservation of kinetic energy, 
makes it possible to analytically assess the ice loads from ship-ice 
interactions/collisions. The method is particularly relevant because it is behind 
the International Association of Classification Societies (IACS) Polar Class (PC) 
ice class rules.  
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3. A numerical method that makes it possible to assess the ice load from ship-ice 
ridge interactions utilizing the finite element method. 

We analyse the event-maximum method to determine if the method is reliable and stable 
enough to be part of the SEDNA risk-based design framework. To this end, based on a 
recent set of full-scale ice load measurements, we apply the method to assess the 100-
year and 10,000-year maximum expected ice pressure at different parts of a ship´s hull. 
Subsequently, we compare our obtained values with corresponding values calculated 
based on previous studies. The outcome of the analysis indicates that the event-
maximum method for assessing the maximum ice loading acting on a ship is stable and 
consistent. Thus, we conclude that the method qualifies to be part of the SEDNA risk-
based design framework. 

We find that ice (line) loads calculated by the Popov method agree well with 
corresponding full-scale measurements, but that the agreement depends strongly on the 
modelling of the ice conditions, and the assumed contact geometry. Based on these 
findings, we conclude that the Popov method has the potential to be a strong analytical 
tool for assessing ice loading on ships, but that when using the method, designers must 
pay careful attention to the modelling of both the ice conditions, and the contact 
geometry. We also identify and list all other (empirical) assumptions behind the Popov 
method and the PC rules that potentially could limit their range of applicability. 

Based on the finite element program LS-DYNA, we determine a numerical ice material 
model that we apply to simulate structural loads from ship-ice ridge collisions. By 
comparing the simulated loads to corresponding experimental load measurement, we 
find that the determined model is reasonably accurate. This indicates that finite element 
method based approaches might be useful in the context of goal-based Arctic ship 
design to determine (design) loads from ship-ice ridge interactions. By applying the 
model to analyse different types of ship-ice ridge collisions, we find that the resulting 
structural load is strongly dependent on the thickness of the ice ridge being hit by a ship. 
In the context of goal-based design, this supports the assumption that the designer must 
carefully consider the prevailing ridge size in a ship´s intended operating area. 

We look into two different tools for assessing the probabilities of various arctic shipping 
specific accidental events: (1) historical accident data, and (2) BN models. We compile 
all publically available arctic maritime accident data that we were able to find into an 
comprehensive database including data on some 3,362 accidental events from the 
period 1975-2018 involving ships above 500 GT. By analysing the data, we make 
multiple interesting findings including the following: 

• Most ship collisions in the Arctic occur in ice-free waters 

• Heavy weather is behind most total ship losses as well as casualties 

• Occupational (on-board) accidents is the most common type of accident resulting 
in at least one fatality 

• There are no reported casualties due to accidental ice loads or ship-ice 
interactions 
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Considering the quantity and quality of the data, we find that the data is useful in the 
context of goal/risk-based design for identifying typical accidental events in different sea 
areas and types of operations. However, because the available data typically does not 
include much background information such as information on the prevailing weather/ice 
conditions, the design specification of the involved ship(s), the role of human factors, 
and the consequences, the data generally does not support advanced risk modelling. 
Nevertheless, for a specific type of accidental events, namely ice besetting, the data 
appear sufficient for Bayesian Networks (BN) modelling. Therefore, we determine a BN 
model for assessing the risk of ice besetting in Arctic waters. The model assesses the 
risk of besetting based on three parameters: (1) equivalent ice thickness, (2) ship size 
measured in Gross Tonnage (GT), and (3) ice class. The model will be tested and 
assessed as a part of our upcoming work in WP 5. 

Based on the conducted research we list current limitations of GBD and future research 
topics. These concern for instance the following: 

• Which design and operating aspects are best regulated by goal-based 
regulations, and which aspects are best regulated by prescriptive regulations? 

• How to consider the human factor, including crew training and experience? 

• How to best consider the characteristics of different types of vessels when 
determining design goals?  

• How to define and quantify safety?  
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Abbreviations 
 
AAID  Arctic accident and incident database 
AMS  Arctic maritime system  
AMTS  Arctic maritime transport system 
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DEM  Discrete element method  
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FEM  Finite-element method 
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IMS  Ice mitigation strategy 
MARPOL International convention for the prevention of pollution from ships 
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MYI  Multi-year ice 
NSR  Norther sea route 
NSRA  Northern sea route administration 
OPS  Operations 
PBD  Prescriptive-based design 
Polar Code International code for ships operating in polar waters 
PC  Polar class 
SAR  Search and rescue  
SOLAS  International convention for the safety of life at sea 
SYI  Second-year ice 
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Background 

1.1.1. Polar Code 

Traditionally, the design of Arctic ships is regulated by mainstream IMO statutory 
instruments such as the International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS) 
and the International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships (MARPOL). 
Certification is supplemented by Flag State ice class rules mitigating Arctic specific risks. 
To harmonise the regulations, on January 1st, 2017, the International Code for Ships 
Operating in Polar Waters (Polar Code), was introduced by (IMO, 2015) on all ships 
operating in the Arctic or Antarctica.  

The Polar Code addresses Arctic specific safety and environmental hazards (e.g.  sea 
ice, icing, low temperatures, darkness, high latitude, remoteness, the lack of relevant 
crew experience, and difficult weather conditions) in terms of regulations concerning the 
design, construction, equipment, operations, training, and pollution prevention. 

 

Figure 1-1: Approval principle of the Polar Code. 

The Polar Code incorporates thereby both performance based safety by active 
(operational decision driven) and passive (design orientated) risk control measures. The 
goal-based approach is ratified via a framework that brings together design requirements 
and functional requirements (FRs) to meet those. In accordance with Figure 1-1, 
compliance with the FRs can be achieved either by meeting a set of prescriptive 
regulations (traditional regulations that prescribe a specific solution) associated with the 
FR(s), or by carrying out a safety performance assessment demonstrating that the FR(s) 
are met.  
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The latter case results in a so-called alternative or equivalent design, which should be at 
least as safe as a design determined by prescriptive rules. In accordance with regulation 
4 – “Alternative design and arrangement” of SOLAS Chapter XIV (IMO, 2014), where 
alternative or equivalent de-signs or arrangements are proposed they are to be justified 
by the following IMO Guidelines:  

• “Guidelines for the approval of alternative and equivalents as provided for in 
various IMO instruments”, MSC.1/Circ.1455 (IMO, 2013). 

• “Guidelines on alternative design and arrangements for SOLAS chapters II-1 and 
III, MSC.1/Circ.1212 (IMO, 2006a). 

• “Guidelines on alternative design and arrangements for fire safety”, 
MSC/Circ.1002 (IMO, 2001). 

Alternative solutions are only possible with respect to SOLAS regulations .To date the 
IMO has not agreed on any similar goal-based approaches with respect to MARPOL 
regulations or on any environmental risk metrics (Skjong, et al., 2007). The MARPOL 
code includes a method to quantify a ship’s accidental oil outflow performance (IMO, 
2006b). However, as pointed out by (Papanikolaou, 2009), this metric is not related to 
any actual environmental risk. 

A ship approved in accordance with the Polar Code obtains a Polar Ship Certificate that 
classifies the ship as one of the following: 

• Category A, for ships approved for operation in at least medium thick first-year 
ice. 

• Category B, for ships approved for operation in at least thin first-year ice. 

• Category C, for ships approved for operation in ice conditions less severe than 
those included in Category A-B. 

In addition to the ship category, the ice certificate determines detailed operational limits 
concerning for instance the minimum temperature and the worst ice conditions in which 
a ship can operate. 

Many of the prescriptive regulations of the Polar Code include references to the IACS 
Polar Class (PC) standards, determining a set of unified requirements for arctic ships, 
specifying in total seven ice classes  (IACS, 2016): 

• PC 1, allowing year-round operation in all polar waters. 

• PC 2, allowing year-round operation in moderate multi-year ice (MYI) conditions. 

• PC 3, allowing year-round operation in second-year ice (SYI) that may include 
multiyear ice inclusions. 

• PC 4, allowing year-round operation in thick (> 1.2 m) FYI that may include old 
ice inclusions. 
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• PC 5, allowing year-round operation in medium (0.7-1.2 m) FYI that may include 
old ice inclusions. 

• PC 6, allowing summer/autumn operation in medium (0.7-1.2 m) FYI which may 
include old ice inclusions. 

• PC 7, allowing summer/autumn operation in thin (0.3-0.7 m) FYI that may include 
old ice inclusions 

For instance, for a Category A ship to meet FRs regarding structural strength, the 
scantlings of the ship must be determined in accordance with PC 1-5, whereas the 
scantlings of a Category B ship must be determined in accordance with PC 6-7. 
Alternative, the scantlings must be determined in accordance with a standard offering an 
equivalent level of safety in accordance with the above-described principle of alternative 
or equivalent design. 

1.2. Prescriptive vs. goal-based design 

We can distinguish between two different types of ship design approaches namely:  

• Prescriptive-based design (PBD) in which a design is determined following 
prescriptive design regulations, such as those determined by the PC rules 

• Goal-based design (GBD) in which a design is determined following goal-based 
regulations, such as those determined by the Polar Code.  

PBD facilitates a time and resource efficient design process by clear-cut and easily 
applied design rules. However, PBD has two fundamental weaknesses: (a) prescriptive 
rules might act as design constraints that limit the feasible solution space, and (b) the 
efficiency of the solution depends on the efficiency of the rules. For instance when 
applying the prescriptive PC rules, the efficiency of the solution might suffer due to the 
following reasons: 

• Most of the (ice class) rules are empirically or semi-empirically determined. Thus, 
if the underlying data is insufficient, or if the data is determined based on ships 
and operations that differ from the ships on which they are applied, the rules 
might not result in the desired performance (LR, 2014) (Kim & Amdahl, 2015). 
For instance, because the PC rules are semi-empirically determined based on 
data from relatively small ships, there is a significant level of uncertainty 
concerning their efficiency when applied on larger ships (LR, 2014). Because of 
the uncertainty, the rules are likely conservative, resulting in surplus investment 
and operating costs (LR, 2014). 

• In many cases, regulators have determined or adjusted rules only following 
individual catastrophic events (Papanikolaou, 2009). This indicates that the 
traditional rules and rules making process have failed to be proactive. 
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• It appears that most of rules have been determined without a systematic 
consideration of cost-efficiency. This is partially because they have often been 
determine in response to public outcry following individual disastrous events. As 
a result, it is possible that the same level of safety can obtained at lower cost by 
means other than those prescribed by the rules (Vassalos, et al., 2006). 

• Most rules have been determined without clear goals and objectives (Vassalos, 
et al., 2006). Thus, the actual safety level of a design built in accordance with the 
rules remains unknown. Also, because any design that meet the rule requirement 
is considered equally safe, the rules makes it difficult to award additional safety 
(Papanikolaou, 2009).  

• The rules often apply a one-fit-all approach, meaning that a specific set of rules 
apply to a wide range of ships and operations. This is problematic for arctic ships 
that often represent innovative unique designs and case-specific operating 
conditions (Bergström, 2017). For instance, none of the existing ice class 
consider a ship’s actual ice exposure, but determine ice class criteria simply 
based on a ship´s design ice conditions. Thus, a ship that operates briefly in 
some specific ice conditions requires the same level of ice strengthening as a 
ship that operates extensively in the same ice conditions. Thereby, they ignore 
the probabilistic nature of ice loading. 

GBD offer solutions to the weaknesses of PBD. First, by applying goal-based 
regulations, GBD expands the feasible design space, enabling new and innovative 
solutions (Papanikolaou, 2009). In addition, GBD enhances the ‘safety culture’ in terms 
of engineering practice. This is because it challenges the designer to assess design in 
terms of ‘performance’ and cost-efficiency. Notwithstanding, the implementation of goal-
based regulations implies  weaknesses in terms of time and resource allocation, they 
may lead to risks in terms of technical assurance and may suggest complications in 
terms of Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) (Papanikolaou, 2009). (Bergström, et al., 
2016b) identified that with reference to application of goal-based rules and the Polar 
Code, there is a lack of unified performance measures, criteria and performance 
assessment tools or methods. Work presented in this report addresses some of the 
knowledge gaps identified by (Bergström, et al., 2016b). 

1.3. Terminology 

We consider an Arctic ship as a component of an Arctic Maritime System (AMS) that 
consists of a set of subsystems, each of which serves a specific function towards its 
overall objectives. We define each system in terms of a set of design variables that are 
precise characteristics of this system, controlled and determined by the designer. Any 
factor affecting the performance of the system that is controllable by the designer is a 
design variable. Design parameters, including environmental, operational, technical, and 
financial parameters, describe uncontrollable conditions under which a system operates. 
Parameters that are stochastic or subject to uncertainty are determined in terms of value 
distributions (Bergström, et al., 2016b). The feasible design space is limited by design 
constraints consisting of either physical limit values (bounds) determined in the form 
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space, or of mandatory FRs determined in the function space (Bergström, et al., 2016b). 
Various types of constraints include operational, technical and regulatory constraints 
(Bergström, et al., 2016b). We assess the performance of the system using a 
performance assessment model. Any performance assessment model is likely subject to 
some degree of uncertainty that we refer to as internal uncertainty  (Bergström, et al., 
2016b). 

We differentiate between two different types of loads: operational load and accidental 
load. Operational ice loads relate to normal operations, and result in no, or minor 
damage, e.g., so-called “hungry horse” deformation, an example of which is presented in 
Figure 1-2. This type of damage, or wear, does generally not require immediate repair. 
Consequences of operational damage are typically limited to repair operational and 
costs and the related safety and environmental risks are limited. Thus, measures to 
control operational damage are generally determined based on economic considerations 
to minimize maintenance costs. 

 

Figure 1-2: Examples of operational damage due to ice loading (Hänninen, 2003). 

Accidental loads, on the other hand, relate to accident events that are not part of normal 
operations.  In contrary to operational loads, it is not feasible to design a ship to 
withstand accidental loads without damage. Thus, designers and operators must control 
the risk of accidental loads either preventive measures, reducing the likelihood of related 
accidental events, and or through mitigation measures, reducing the consequences of 
the damage caused. Figure 1-3 presents examples of damages due to accidental loads.  

 

Figure 1-3: Examples of accidental ice damages (Hänninen, 2003) (Canadian Coast Guard, 
2019) 
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2. Design process 
The SEDNA design framework applies a design process as outlined in Figure 2-1. In the 
following, we describe the contents of each step. 

 

Figure 2-1: SEDNA design process (Bergström, et al., 2018). 
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2.1. Design context 

The design process starts by determining the design context specifying the primary 
function (e.g. transport task) and operating conditions of the design objective. The 
operating conditions may be described in terms environmental parameters (e.g. ice 
conditions, wind, temperature), operational parameters (e.g. parameters describing the 
available icebreaking services, loading/unloading times), and economic parameters (e.g. 
icebreaking tariffs, fuel price, material/equipment prices). 

2.2. Concepts of operations and preliminary designs 
 

Based on the design context, a set of preliminary designs are determined. Each 
preliminary design is determined in terms of a set of preliminary design variables 
representing different concepts of operations. A concept of operations (CONOPS) 
consist of a set of strategies and solutions to meet the design objectives. It may include 
the following (Bergström, et al., 2016b): 

• An ice mitigation strategy (IMS) describing how the ship will deal with sea ice 
(e.g. independent or IB assisted operation). 

• A strategy for how to balance the transport demand and capacity under different 
operation (e.g. ice) conditions (e.g. reserve speed or reserve payload capacity). 

• If relevant: A strategy for how to compose the fleet (e.g. via the use of large or 
small vessels). 

The above-described approach stipulates that it is necessary to extend the design 
boundaries beyond the individual ship, i.e., to consider a ship as system of systems. 
(Bergström, et al., 2016a). In other words, it stipulates that the designer should treat a 
ship as a component of a wider Arctic Maritime System, which might also include other 
ships as well as various types of external but potentially vital support systems such as 
icebreakers, SAR services, and ports. 

2.3. System division and design order 

Based on the design context, we develop each CONOPS into a preliminary AMTS 
design, which we subsequently divide into a hierarchy of subsystems. Specifically, in 
accordance with Figure 2-1, we divide an AMTS into three main subsystems: (1) an 
operations (OPS) system carrying out the transport task, (2) a safety system managing 
safety risks, i.e., risks to humans, and (3) an environmental protection (ENVP) system 
managing environmental risks. Subsequently, we divide each of these main subsystems 
into a set of sub-subsystems. 
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Because the fleet system, specified in terms of the number of ships as well as the 
payload capacity and h-v curve1 of each ship, determines requirements for most other 
systems, we design it first. Important performance measures of the fleet system include 
operational risk, operational reliability and robustness.  In this context, we define 
robustness as a measure of how sensitive the performance of an AMTS is to variations 
in the operating conditions.  

Once we have designed each subsystem of each preliminary design (CONOPS) in 
accordance with all design criteria, we have obtained a population of feasible competing 
AMTS designs.  

2.4. DES-based Monte Carlo simulations 

The operational performance of each preliminary design is assessed probabilistically 
using DES- Monte Carlo simulation as described by (Bergström, et al., 2016a). Figure 
2-2 presents an example of a DES model of an AMTS. 

 

Figure 2-2: Example of a DES model of an AMTS (Bergström, et al., 2016a). 

Inputs for the DES model includes: 

• Design variables. These might include fleet size (number of ships), ship size 
(ship cargo carrying capacity), ship speed (determined as a so-called hv-curve 
determining the speed of a ship as a function of the ice thickness), number of 
icebreakers, and port parameters (e.g. turnaround times, and port-based storage 
capacities acting as buffers, allowing temporary shortages in transport capacity, 
for instance caused by extreme ice conditions.) 

• Design parameters. These might include environmental parameters (e.g. 
probabilistic ice parameters describing the ice conditions along the route), 

                                                
 
 
1 A h-v curve determines the speed of a ship as a function of the ice thickness. 
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financial parameters (e.g. fuel prices, icebreaker tariffs), and operating 
parameters (e.g. port turn-around times). 

• Empirical data. Applied empirical data might include full-scale ice load 
measurements. 

• Various types of design tools (e.g. for the assessment of ice loads). 

Simulation outcome include: 

• Transport capacity (e.g. amount of cargo transported in a specific period). 
Alternatively, we can simulate the number of times an AMTS has failed to meet a 
transport target. An example of this is presented in in Figure 2-3. 

• A ship´s ice exposure in terms of the average distance travelled in various ice 
conditions per ice-year. An example of simulated ship ice exposure is presented 
in Figure 2-4. 

• Temporal distribution between various operating modes (e.g. operation in open 
water, independent operation in ice, and IB-assisted operation).  

• Dependency between the number of assisting icebreakers (IBs), the choice of 
CONOPS, the ice conditions (Heq), and the annual maximum waiting time for 
icebreaker support. An example of this is presented in Figure 2-5. 

Each AMTS design is subject to a repeated simulation – adjustment process until it 
meets the set operational criteria, i.e. we iteratively search for a good solution.  

As discussed in (Bergström, et al., 2018), models encompassing the impact of specific 
ship technologies, such as those being developed in the SEDNA project could also be 
integrated into the model.  

 

Figure 2-3: Example simulation outcome 1 (simulation of how the failure rate of an AMTS 
to meet its transport objective depends on the fleet size) (Bergström, et al., 2016a). 
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Figure 2-4: Example simulation outcome 2 (simulation of how the annual average ice 
exposure of a ship depends on the CONOPS) (Bergström, 2017) 

 

Figure 2-5: Example simulation outcome 3 (simulation of the dependency between the 
number of assisting icebreakers (IBs), the choice of CONOPS, the ice conditions (Heq), and 

the annual maximum waiting time for icebreaker support) (Bergström, 2017). 
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2.5. Design elaboration 

Using the obtained design data, we further elaborate each AMTS design. To this end, 
we divide each AMTS design into a hierarchy of subsystems. This approach helps to 
structure the design task, and to assess the performance of a specific subsystem 
functions against the original objectives of the AMTS. Based on (Bergström, et al., 
2016a), we propose to use the subsystem division presented in Figure 2-1. Accordingly, 
we divide an AMTS into three main systems namely (Bergström, et al., 2016b).  

1. An operations (OPS) system that carries out the primary function, i.e., the 
transport of cargo. It consists of: (a) external systems such as icebreakers (IBs) 
and port facilities, (b) fleet-level subsystems determined in terms of the number 
of cargo ships, the cargo capacity and speed (hv-curve) of each ship, and (c) 
ship-level systems (e.g. the hull buoyancy system, propulsion and manoeuvring 
systems, accommodation system).  

2. A safety system that controls safety risks. It consists of both external systems 
such as IBs and search and rescue (SAR) resources, and of ship-level systems 
such as a hull protection system protecting a ship from ice loading. 

3. An environmental protection (ENVP) system that control environmental risks. It 
consists of (a) external systems such as IBs and Oil Spill Response (OSR) units, 
and of (b) ship-level systems, such as an accidental discharge prevention 
system, preventing or limiting accidental discharges of harmful substances such 
as oil. 

Design criteria for the OPS system are determined based on the mission of the AMTS as 
determined by the owner. Design criteria both for the safety and ENVP systems, on the 
other hand, come from existing rules and regulations (e.g. SOLAS, MARPOL, the Polar 
Code, national rules, and classification rules).  

2.6. Performance assessment and design selection 
 

The process of design elaboration intends to result in a population of feasible AMTS 
designs, each of which meet all relevant design criteria. In order to identify which of 
these designs is the most promising, we assess the economic, operational, and safety 
performance of each alternative in accordance with (Bergström, et al., 2016a).  This 
means that we carry out the economic assessment based on a combination of empirical 
data (e.g. IB tariffs, fuel prices, time charter costs) and simulated data (e.g., the temporal 
distribution between a ship’s various operating modes). The relevant operating 
performance measures are different for different types of ships. For cargo an AMTS (i.e. 
cargo ships), these might include transport reliability (e.g. the likelihood of failing to meet 
a transport task), and transport robustness (e.g. a measure of how sensitive the system 
is to disturbances in the operating conditions). With regards to safety, because of the 
broad spectrum of possible accident scenarios and chains of events, we assess safety 
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based on empirical accidents and incidents data, as well as based on established risk 
assessment procedures, such as those proposed by (IMO, 2006a) and (IMO, 2013). 

Based on the outcomes of the economic, operational, and accidental risk assessments, 
we select the overall most promising design alternative. We then use the determined set 
of design variables (parametric design) as input for the subsequent detail design stage.  
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3. Design tools overview 

3.1. Tools for assessing ice loading on a ship´s hull 

3.1.1. General 

To enable goal/risk-based structural design of an Arctic ship, we must determine (1) the 
ultimate strength of the ship´s hull structure2, and (2) the design ice load and its return 
period. The ultimate strength of ship structures is relatively well understood (Kõrgesaar, 
et al., 2018). The determination of the icebreaking process and the resulting ice loading, 
on the other hand, is still subject to significant uncertainty (Kujala, et al., 2019).  

A lot of research has been carried out on the ship-ice interaction process, including 
laboratory and full-scale ice failure tests, as well as full-scale measurements of ice loads 
and pressures (Kujala, et al., 2019).  Based on the existing research, different 
approaches to assess ice loads on ships have been developed  (Kujala, et al., 2019). 
We divide the available approaches into two main categories: (1) theoretical methods, 
and (2) empirical methods (Bergström, et al., 2016b). Theoretical methods are based on 
models and approaches that are independent of design specific experience, and 
therefore can be applied to any design. Such methods can be further divided into 
analytical (exact) and numerical (approximate). Empirical methods, on the other hand, 
rely on full-scale (prototype or reference ship) testing or experience, or on empirical 
models. This makes them expensive to apply, or limit their applicability. In case an 
analytical or numerical method applies some empirical assumptions or sub-models, we 
refer to the method as semi-empirical. 

3.1.2. Numerical models 

Numerical models for assessing ice loading form three main categories: (1) semi-
empirical numerical models, (2) discrete element method (DEM) models, and (3) finite-
element method (FEM) models (Kujala, et al., 2019). 

A numerical semi-empirical model is presented by (Su, et al., 2011). In theory, this 
model enables the assessment of both global and local ice loads acting on a ship´s hull. 
The model applies empirical models to estimate the bearing capacity and breaking 
length of a floating ice wedge (Su, et al., 2011). These empirical models assume that the 

                                                
 
 
2 From a safety point of view, it is enough to consider a ship´s ultimate strength to determine the risk of 
hull failures resulting in flooding. However, to find a good and efficient design, it is also necessary to 
consider the return period of loads resulting in less serious damage that nevertheless require repair (See Ch. 
1).  
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ice cover acts as an elastic, homogeneous, isotropic plate on an elastic foundation (Su, 
et al., 2011). According to (Su, et al., 2011), for level ice the model provides a good 
representation of relevant icebreaking phenomena, and provides reliable estimates of 
the level of ice loading acting on a ship´s hull. However, (Kuuliala, 2015) demonstrated 
that the model is sensitive to the values of the applied empirical assumptions, and that 
specific parameter combinations make the model unstable. Thus, to increase the 
reliability of the model, the modelling of the ice crushing and bending failures requires 
further development (Kuuliala, 2015). We assume that related challenges are significant, 
and that the method therefore won´t be fit for goal/risk-based structural design any time 
soon. 

As for non-empirical numerical methods, such as DEM and FEM based methods, 
(Kujala, et al., 2019) concludes that, to date, none of the existing models is sufficiently 
accurate for the prediction of a ship´s level of ice loading. DEM models are promising, 
but so far only reliable for relatively slow ice-structure interactions, such as interaction 
between sea ice and an offshore installation (Kujala, et al., 2019). According to the same 
source, the challenge lies in the modelling of the ice failure process, which is too 
complicated for available material model to deal with, preventing a complete numerical 
simulation of the ice crushing and breaking processes.  

Notwithstanding the above listed shortcomings of the existing numerical models, the 
potential of such methods in future design tools is promising especially considering that 
they may lead to the development of unified design procedures for the assessment of ice 
loading in different environmental conditions and operational scenarios (e.g. different 
types of manoeuvres including turning and reversing in ice).   

3.1.3. Analytical methods 

A method for assessing ice loading based on the principle of conservation of kinetic 
energy is presented by (Popov, et al., 1967; Daley, 1999).  The method, which is known 
as the Popov method, assumes that ice forces in a ship-ice impact can be calculated 
based on the difference between the total pre-impact (initial) kinetic energies of the 
involved ship and ice mass, and the total kinetic energy of the bodies at the time of 
impact (Daley, 1999). Because the method is founded on energy principles, it can be 
presented in terms of analytical expressions (Daley, 2001).  

The Popov method is important because it is behind the IACS Polar Class, i.e. the 
design loads based on which the PC rules are formulated are calculated using this 
method (Daley, 2001). Event thou the method is fundamentally analytical, when applied 
in PC rules it relies on a number of assumptions, some of which are empirically 
determined (Kim & Amdahl, 2015). The PC rules are thereby semi-empirically 
determined. 

The Popov method makes it possible to investigate a wide range of ship-ice impact 
scenarios and to estimate ice load parameters for various ship and ice properties. Thus, 
the Popov method can support theoretical goal-based design. However, to make the 
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method fit for goal/risk based design, we must analyse the role of the empirical 
assumptions behind the method, which might limits its applicability and accuracy.   

3.1.4. Empirical methods 

Because of the stochastic nature of both the mechanical properties of sea ice, and the 
ship-ice interaction process, ship ice loading is highly stochastic  (Kujala & Ehlers, 
2013). To account for the probabilistic nature of ice loading,  (Jordaan, et al., 1993)  
propose a probabilistic ice load method which can be used to estimate the maximum ice 
load that a ship is exposed to during a specific period (e.g. 1 year). To this end, the 
method assumes that, when a ship operates in some specific ice condition (e.g. thick 
first year ice), the magnitude of the ice loads that the ship is exposed to are 
exponentially distributed. By assuming that the magnitude of the ice loads are 
exponentially distributed, the method makes it possible to assess peak loads based on a 
limited set of full-scale ice load measurements. A weakness of the method is that it relies 
on full-scale (empirical) ice load measurements that are only applicable to ships and 
operating conditions that are similar to those from which the data originate. In addition, 
because the method has only been applied based on a limited set of full-scale ice load 
measurements, we need to verify the reliability and consistency of the method. 

3.2. Tools for assessing the risk of accidental events 

3.2.1. Accident data  

Arctic ships are subject to a wide range of risk events, the likelihood and probabilities of 
which are difficult to assess. Nevertheless, available accident data can be utilized to 
identify typical operating area/type specific accidental events, and to roughly assess 
their likelihood. To this end, because there is no comprehensive database on arctic 
marine accidents at hand, we need to determine such a database by collecting and 
merging accident data form various sources. 

3.2.2. Risk models 

The risk of individual accidental events can be assessed with the help of risk models 
such as fault threes, event trees, or Bayesian networks (BN) models. Such models are 
well proven and have for instance been applied in IMO Formal Safety Assessment  
(FSA) processes (Papanikolaou, 2009). However, the determination of any (formal) risk 
model requires a significant amount of data on relevant accidental events and incidents, 
including data on their backgrounds and consequences. Naturally, any risk model based 
on data of insufficient quantity and or quality might be misleading.  
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3.3. Analysis and development of design tools 

Based on brief state-of-the-art presented above, we decided to take measures to 
analyse / develop four different tools, namely (1) the event-maximum method, (2) the 
Popov method, (3) accident risk data for qualitative risk assessment, (4) Bayesian 
networks for quantitative risk assessment, and (5) a numerical method for assessing 
forces in ship-ice ridge collisions. Related work is presented in the following. 
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4. Design tool 1: Event-maximum method 

4.1. Introduction 

The hull of a ship operating in ice may be exposed to significant ice loading, originating 
from a complex and stochastic interaction between the hull and the ice. As pointed out 
by (Daley, et al., 1990), the ice pressure acting on a ship´s hull is not uniformly 
distributed on the ship-ice interaction (nominal contact) area.  This is possible due to the 
fracture and flaking process, which reduces the nominal contact area, resulting in a line-
like area of interaction where a high ice pressure is acting (Riska, 2010). The total force 
is transmitted into the hull of the ship through such High Pressure Zones (HPZs) acting 
between frames as shown in Figure 4-1. 

 

Figure 4-1: Representation of local contact area (Ralph, 2016). 

Because the ice pressure on small contact areas can be very large, they might cause 
localized damages on a ship’s hull. Thus, when designing an Arctic ship, it is crucial to 
correctly assess the maximum expected local pressure, or design load. For that 
purpose, (Jordaan, et al., 1993) presents a semi-empirical method known as the event-
maximum method. This method estimates the maximum local pressures acting on a ship 
hull as a function of the contact area and the prevailing ice condition. Specifically, the 
method makes it possible to determine α – area curves based on which it possible to 
assess how the maximum ice pressure acting on a ship´s hull depends on the size of the 
impact area, as well as on the ice conditions in which the ship operates. Naturally, this 
makes the method interesting in the context of goal-based design.  However, previous 
assessment of the method are not sufficiently to make it fit for real-life application and 
design approval purposes. Thus, the purpose of this study is to analyse and 
evaluate the event-maximum method to determine if the method is reliable and 
stable enough to be part of the SEDNA risk-based design framework. To this end, 
based on a set of full-scale ice load measurements measured on S.A. Agulhas II in 
2013-2014 in the Antarctic Ocean, we applied the method to assess the maximum 
expected ice pressure at different parts of the hull of a ship for two different periods (100 
years and 10,000 years). Subsequently, we compare our obtained values with 
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corresponding values calculated based on previous studies using different sets of full-
scale ice load measurements. 

4.2. Description of the event-maximum method 

The event-maximum method by (Jordaan, et al., 1993) makes it possible to assess the 
maximum local ice pressure acting on a specific contact area in a specific period (e.g. 
one year). The method assumes that the maximum expected ice pressure occurring 
during a period can be estimated by (1) sorting full-scale ice pressure measurements 
based on their amplitudes, (2) plotting the sorted ice pressure measurements according 
to the natural-logarithm of  probability of exceedance, and by (3) fitting a line on the 
measured peak pressures following the exponential distribution given by Eq. 4.1 

𝑭𝑿 𝒙 = 𝟏 − 𝐞𝐱𝐩	 − 𝒙+𝒙𝟎
𝜶

        (4-1) 

, where 𝑥/ and 𝛼	 are constant for a specific area, and 𝑥 is a random event that defines 
the pressure (Jordaan, et al., 1993). In accordance with the example presented in Figure 
4-2, parameter 𝛼 is the inverse slope of the best fitting line, and parameter 𝑥/ is the 
intercept of the abscissa (𝑥 axis) (Jordaan, et al., 2005). 

 

Figure 4-2: Example of a line fitted to measured peak pressures. 

The maximum pressure 𝑍 that occurs at a particular area of the hull in a specific period 
is defined in accordance with Eq. 4-2 

𝒁 = 𝐦𝐚𝐱	(𝑿𝟏, 𝑿𝟐, … , 𝑿𝑵)        (4-2) 

, where 𝑋<  is a random quantity representing pressure and 𝑁  is the total number of 
impacts (Jordaan, et al., 1993). By applying extreme statistics to Eq. 4-1, we obtain  the 
cumulative distribution function of the maximum local ice pressure for a particular area in 
accordance with Eq. 4-3 
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𝑭𝒁 𝒛 = 𝐞𝐱𝐩	 −𝐞𝐱𝐩	 − 𝒛+𝒙𝟎+𝒙𝟏
𝜶

       (4-3) 

, where 𝑥? = 𝛼(𝑙𝑛𝜇) and 𝑥/ is a function of the area corresponding to the ice condition 
scenario (Taylor, et al., 2010). (Jordaan, et al., 1993) proposes that the parameter 𝛼 is a 
function of area in accordance with Eq. 4-4. Parameter 𝜇 denotes the ice exposure. 

𝜶 = 𝑪𝒂𝑫          (4-4) 

Parameter 𝑎 is the local contact area and 𝐶	and 𝐷 are ice condition specific coefficients 
(Jordaan, et al., 1993). Considering 𝛼, 𝑥/ , and the exposure (𝜇), the maximum local 
pressure ( 𝑧J ) corresponding to a specific probability of exceedance ( 𝑃J ) can be 
calculated in accordance with Eq. 4-5.  

𝒛𝒆 = 𝒙𝟎 + 𝜶	 − 𝐥𝐧 − 𝐥𝐧 	𝑭𝒁 𝒛𝒆 + 𝐥𝐧(𝝁)       (4-5) 

In accordance with (Taylor et al. 2010) the value of 𝑥/  can be assumed to be zero. 
Applying this assumption, we can calculate the maximum pressure with a probability of 
exceedance of   10+S (once in 100-years) in accordance with the Eq. 4-6.  

𝒛𝟎.𝟎𝟏 = [𝟒. 𝟔 + 𝐥𝐧(𝝁)]𝑪𝒂𝑫        (4-6) 

The ice exposure (μ) for a specific period can be determined in accordance with Eq. 4-7  

𝝁 = 𝒗 ∗ 𝒓          (4-7) 

, where 𝑣 is the number of ship-ice interactions, and 𝑟 determines the percentage hits, 
i.e. what percentage of all ice impacts that hit the specific hull panel (area) in question. 
The number of ship-ice interaction depends on the ice conditions and the covered 
distance in ice. The number of ship-ice interaction per distance unit covered (e.g. 1 NM) 
can be empirically determined, whereas the total distance covered in ice (e.g. during one 
year) can be assessed either based on empirical data, or by simulation as demonstrated 
by (Bergström, et al., 2016a).  

4.3. Analysis 

4.3.1. Full-scale data 

Our applied full-scale data originates from measurements conducted on the Polar Class 
5 classified polar research ship S.A. Agulhas II on a voyage in the Antarctic Ocean in the 
period November 2013 - February 2014. During the voyage, which is plotted in Figure 
4-3, (Kujala, et al., 2014) collected ice load measurements on different areas of the hull, 
as well as visual observations of the prevailing ice conditions. 
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Figure 4-3: The voyage route (Kotilainen, et al., 2018) 

For the purpose of ice load measurements, the ship’s hull was instrumented in 
accordance with Figure 4-4 with two strain gauges at the bow, three at the bow shoulder, 
and four at the stern shoulder. In addition, 10 strain gauges were installed on the hull 
plating. 

 

Figure 4-4: Strain gauges on the hull of S.A. Agulhas II (Kujala, et al., 2014). 

4.3.2. Identification of ice load events 

In order to extract ice load events (load amplitudes) from the full-scale ice load 
measurements, we use the time-window method by (Hänninen, et al., 2001). Using this 
method, based on the full-scale ice loads measurements presented by (Kujala, et al., 
2014), we determine 10-minute ice load maximums for different locations on the hull in 
accordance with Figure 4-5. In order to exclude noises such as wave loads, we apply a 
bottom threshold of 10 kN. 
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Figure 4-5: Calculated 10-minute maximum ice loads on different locations of the hull 
(each blue column represent an ice force range of 50 kN) 

4.3.3. Distribution of ice thicknesses 

Based on the available full-scale data, we estimate the maximum ice thickness at the 
time of occurrence of each 10-minute maximum ice loads. We find that the 
corresponding ice thickness values are distributed in accordance with Figure 4-6. 
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Figure 4-6: Histogram of the maximum ice thicknesses observed during each 10-minute 
period 

4.3.4. Determination of ice pressure 

Because the applied full-scale data does not include direct ice pressures measurements, 
we calculate ice pressures based on the available ice load measurements. In order to be 
able to calculate the ice pressure, we first need to specify the assumed impact area, 
which is defined in accordance with Eq. 4-8. In accordance with the Finnish-Swedish ice 
class standard 1A super, we assume that the load height 𝐻  is 30% of the maximum 
prevailing ice thickness. Furthermore, we assume that the load length	 𝐿  equals to a 
multiple of the frame spacing at the area of the ship-ice interaction.  

𝑨 = 𝑳 ∗ 𝑯          (4-8) 

Based on the contact area (A), we define the ice pressures 𝑃c 	in accordance with Eq. 4-
9 

𝑷𝒍 =
𝑭𝒎𝒂𝒙
𝑨

          (4-9) 

, where 𝐹hij is the 10-minute maximum force on the frame(s) of interest. 

In accordance with the above, we define frame-specific 10-minute maximum ice 
pressures. These are presented in Figure 4-7.  
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Figure 4-7: Calculated 10-minute maximum ice pressures on different frames (locations of 
the hull). 

4.3.5. Determination of α – area curves 

In order to determine the α – area relationship defined by Eq. 4-4, we first define α - and 
𝑥/- values for a set of area (A) values. This we do in accordance with the example 
presented in Figure 4-2. Subsequently, by fitting a line on the plotted points following Eq. 
4-4, we can obtain values for the ice conditions specific coefficients C and D. In 
accordance with above, we determined a set of α – area curves, three of which are 
presented in Figure 4-8. In Figure 4-8 we also compare the obtained α-area curves with 
corresponding curves determined by (Jordaan, et al., 1993), (ISO, 2010), and (Taylor, et 
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al., 2010). We find that the our obtained curves3, are in the same range as those 
determined based on full-scale measurements on the Polar Sea presented by (Taylor, et 
al., 2010). However, the ISO curve proposed by (ISO, 2010), and the design curve 
proposed by (Jordaan, et al., 1993) correspond to significantly higher ice pressures. 
Common for all the curves is that their α-value tend towards zero as the contact area 
increases. 

 

Figure 4-8: Comparision between our calculated α -area curves (bow area, marked Agulhas 
II)) and α -area curves of previous studies and proposed design curves. 

4.3.6. Determination of ice exposure 

Before we can calculate comparable ice pressure values in accordance with Eq. 4-6, we 
first need to quantify the ice exposure of S.A. Agulhas II during the considered voyage. 
To this end, we calculate the ship´s ice exposure in accordance with Eq. 4-10  

𝝁 = 𝒗 ∗ 𝒓 = 𝒇 ∗ 𝑫𝒕 ∗ 𝒓         (4-10) 

                                                
 
 
3 marked Agulhas II in Figure 4-8 
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, where 𝑓 is the impact frequency (impacts per nautical mile), 𝐷n is the total distance that 
the ship covered during the voyage. Based on the full-scale measurements, we 
determine that the value of f is dependent on the hull area so that the values in the bow, 
bow shoulder, and stern shoulder are 0.97, 0.45 and 0.58 impacts (10-minute maximum 
loads) per nautical miles respectively. The total distance in ice (𝐷n ) was 1,488 NM. 
Because our full-scale measurements were obtained from instrumented frames instead 
of sub-panels in  (Jordaan, et al., 1993), we assume that the value of r equals one, i.e. 
that all ice impacts are registered by the instrumented area. This gives us the following 
number of impacts: 1448 (bow), 675 (bow shoulder), and 878 (stern shoulder). 

4.3.7. Determination of maximum local ice pressures 

By inserting the above determined input into Eq. 4-5, we calculate 100- and 10,000- year 
maximum ice pressures for an assumed contact area of 0.48 m2. The results are 
presented in Table 4-1 in which we also compare our obtained ice pressure values with 
ice pressure values calculated based on the α-area design curve proposed by (Jordaan, 
et al., 1993). In accordance with the table, we find that the ice pressure values 
calculated based on latter are significantly higher. 

Table 4-1: 100 year and 10,000 year maximum ice pressures at different parts of the hull. 

Hull location Max. local 
pressure  (𝑷𝒆 =

𝟏𝟎+𝟐) 

Max. local 
pressure  (𝑷𝒆 =

𝟏𝟎+𝟒) 
Bow 6.16 8.53 

Bow shoulder 2.52 3.47 
Stern shoulder 4.77 6.52 

Bow, bow shoulder and stern 
shoulder (Design curve proposed 

by (Jordaan, et al., 1993) with 𝑡p =
1, 𝑡 = 1, and 𝑟 = 1) 

9.61 19.24 

4.3.8. Sensitivity analysis 

Because there is uncertainty concerning the value of the load height, we perform a 
sensitivity analysis to determine how sensitive the outcome (i.e. the estimated maximum 
ice pressure) is to variations in the assumed load height. We conduct the sensitivity 
analysis by calculating the maximum ice pressure on a 0.48 𝑚S area at the bow for 
different load heights varying between 20% and 50% of the maximum ice thickness. We 
assess the sensitivity to the assumed load height in terms of a coefficient of variation 
defining the ratio of the standard deviation to the mean. The outcome is presented in 
Table 4-2. We find that variations in the assumed load height have a moderate effect on 
the calculated maximum local pressure. For instance, if we increase the assumed load 
height from 20 % to 50 % of the maximum ice thickness, the maximum ice pressure 
decreases from 6.91 MPa to 5.42 (- 22 %). The coefficients of variation are 10.3 and 
10.6 for a probability of exceedance of 100 years and 10,000 years respectively.  
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Table 4-2: Sensitivity of the calculated maximum ice pressure to variations in the assumed 
load heights 

Description Max. local pressure [MPa] 
𝑷𝒆= 𝟏𝟎+𝟐 

Max. local pressure [MPa] 
𝑷𝒆= 𝟏𝟎+𝟒 

Load height = 20 % of max. ice 
thickness 

6.91 9.57 

Load height = 30 % of max. ice 
thickness 

6.16 8.53 

Load height = 40 % of max. ice 
thickness 

5.86 8.05 

Load height = 50 % of max. ice 
thickness 

5.41 7.46 

Mean 6.08 8.40 
Standard deviation 0.63 0.89 
Coefficient of variation (%) 10.3 10.6 

4.4. Conclusion 

This main purpose of this study was to analyse and assess the event-maximum method 
to determine if the method qualifies to be part of the SEDNA risk-based design 
framework. To this end, based on a set of recent full-scale ice load measurements, we 
applied the event-maximum method to determine a set of α-area curves based on which 
the maximum ice pressure acting on a specific hull plate over a specific period can be 
calculated. Subsequently we compare the obtained α-area curves to a set of reference 
curves determined by previous studies using different sets of full-scale ice load 
measurements. We found that the our obtained α-area curves agree well with the α-area 
curve determined by (Taylor, et al., 2010), but that the design α-area  curves proposed  
by (Jordaan, et al., 1993) and (ISO, 2010) are significantly more conservative. This is 
probably because those design curves are specified for considerably heavier ice 
conditions. We also conducted a sensitivity analysis that indicates that variations in the 
assumed load height have a moderate effect on the obtained α-area curves. Taken as a 
whole, these findings indicate that the event-maximum method for assessing the 
maximum ice loading acting on a ship is stable and consistent. Thus, the method 
qualifies to be part of the SEDNA risk-based design framework. 
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5. Design tool 2: Popov´s energy method for assessing 
ice loading on a ship´s hull 

5.1. Introduction   

In the IACS Polar Class (PC) rules (IACS, 2016), design ice loads are calculated based 
on a collision energy based method presented by (Popov, et al., 1967), which in the 
following referred to as the Popov method. In accordance with Ch. 3, because the Popov 
method is fundamentally analytical, it is interesting in the context of goal/risk-based 
design. However, the Popov method, and its application in the PC rules, depend on a set 
of assumptions, some of which are empirical (Kim & Amdahl, 2015). Because any 
assumptions might limit the applicability of the Popov method and the PC rules, we aim 
to identify all underlying (empirical) assumptions. Anyhow, because we are not aware of 
any recent publically available validation of the Popov method, the main aim of the study 
is to validate the method using full-scale ice load measurements for different ship-ice 
collision cases. As a part of the validation, because (Popov, et al., 1967) proposes two 
specific contact geometries, we aim to find out to what degree the assumed contact 
geometry affect the obtained load assessment. 

Based on the above, we formulate the following research questions: 1. What are the 
(empirical) assumptions of the Popov method and the IACS PC rules (other than the 
contact geometry)? 2. Do ice loads calculated by the Popov method agree with 
corresponding full-scale ice load measurements? 3. What is the effect of the assumed 
contact geometry? 

5.2. Overview of Popov method   

The Popov method models the ship-ice interaction process as an equivalent one-
dimensional collision with all motions taking place along the normal to the shell at the 
point of impact. The applied ship-ice contact model is presented in Figure 5-1. This ship-
ice contact model is also applied in the IACS PC rules (Daley, et al., 2017) 

The total reduced mass 𝑀sJt, [𝑡] of the ship-ice system is derived by coupling of 6-
degree of freedom (DOF) equations of motion for ship with 3-DOF equations of motion 
for ice floe (ice is considered as ellipsoid) (Popov, et al., 1967). 

Thus, the ship-ice system is assumed to have a single DOF. In accordance with Eq. 5-1, 
the total ice load 𝐹, [𝑀𝑁] is described as integral of contact pressure over the nominal 
contact area 𝐴, [𝑚S]. 

𝑀sJt
vw

vnw
𝜉(𝑡) = 𝐹 = 𝑝 𝜉, v

vn
𝜉(𝑡) 𝑑𝐴 , 𝑀𝑁       (5-1) 
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, where 𝜉  is indentation depth, [𝑚]  and 𝑝 𝜉, 𝜉 , [𝑀𝑃𝑎]  is “effective contact pressure” 
(Popov, et al., 1967). 

In accordance with Eq. 5-2, the area depends on the configuration of the ice edge and 
the indentation of the ship into the ice. 

𝑨 = 𝑮𝝃𝒂, 𝒎𝟐           (5-2) 

 

Figure 5-1: Ship-ice collision model proposed by (Daley & Kim, 2010). 

The exponent 𝑎 in Eq. 5-2 depends on the configuration of the ice edge at the point of 
impact, whereas the coefficient 𝐺 depends on the geometric parameters of the ship and 
ice (Popov, et al., 1967). As a result, the relationship between the normal indentation 
and nominal contact area can be determined for any contact geometry. 

5.3. Identification of empirical assumptions in the Popov 
method and polar class rules 

Based on (IACS, 2016) and publically available literature, we identified the following 
(empirical) assumptions and limitations of the Popov method: 

• The method assumes that the eff ective contact pressure is equal to ice crushing 
strength σc over the whole contact area. 

• Hydrodynamic effects in ship-ice collisions (interactions) are modelled using on 
mass coefficients that are partially based on empirical assumptions (Popov, et 
al., 1967) (Daley, 2001). 

• The method is not able to consider multiple simultaneous impacts on different 
hull locations.  

• For thick ice, the method relies on an empirically determined flexural failure limit 
(Popov, et al., 1967).  
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The above limitations and assumptions of the Popov method also apply for the PC 
standards. In addition, we identify the following additional assumptions applied 
specifically in the PC rules: 

• The PC rules apply an empirically determined ice pressure-area relationship 
P(A), which according to (Riska, 2018) cannot be determined theoretically due to 
existing knowledge gaps. 

• The PC rules assumes a single contact geometry (wedge shape) (IACS, 2016). 
However, the actual contact geometry depends strongly on the prevailing ice 
conditions and the hull form.  

• The PC rules assumes a single collision case (glancing collision in the bow area) 
(IACS, 2016).  Naturally, in reality ships experience multiple types of collision 
cases, including for instance ice compression and reflected impacts. 

5.4. Considered contact geometry cases 

To make it possible to assess ice loading from different types of ship-ice interaction 
scenarios, (Daley, 1999)  presents models enabling the consideration of a wide range of 
ship-ice contact geometries including the following: 

• Round indentation 

• Angular indentation 

• Symmetric V Wedge indentation  

• Right-Angle edge indentation  

• Spherical Contact 

Because the actual contact geometry in a ship-ice collision remains unknown, we apply 
all above listed contact geometries. In comparison, (Popov, et al., 1967) only applies two 
different contact geometries, namely (1) round indentation, and (2) angular indentation. 

5.5. Collision scenarios 

The Popov method is applicable on both accidental ship-ice interactions, see for 
instance (Storheim, 2016), as well as on non-accidental ship-ice interactions, see for 
instance (Quinton & Daley, 2009). In this study, we apply the method for non-accidental 
ship-ice interactions. 

In the present study, we consider the following collision scenarios for the bow area (see 
Table 5-1): 
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• Impact between a ship and a floating ice floe. In this scenario, the kinetic energy 
of the ship 𝑇? is partially converted into kinetic energy of the moving ice floe 𝑇S 
and partially consumed in crushing of the ice edge 𝑈. 

• Impact between a ship and the edge of an ice field. In this scenario the edge of 
the ice field is crushed and the ice field bends due to the vertical component of 
the contact force 𝑃�. In this scenario, the ship’s kinetic energy 𝑇? is consumed by 
crushing 𝑈 and bending of the ice field 𝑉. 

Table 5-1: Energy components of the Popov method 

Case 1: Collision with ice floe Case 2: Collision with ice field 

𝑇? + 𝑇S = 𝑈 𝑇? = 𝑈 + 𝑉 

𝑇? = 1/2 ∙ 𝑀sJt
��<� ∙ 𝑣?S 𝑇? = 1/2 ∙ 𝑀sJt

��<� ∙ 𝑣?S 

𝑇S = 1/2 ∙ 𝑀sJt
<�J ∙ 𝑣SS 𝑉 = 1/2 ∙ 𝑓 ∙ 𝑃� 

𝑈 = 𝐹 𝑑𝜉
�

/
 𝑈 = 𝐹 𝑑𝜉

�

/
 

	

The definitions of the symbols in Table 5-1 are as follows: 𝑇? is the kinetic energy of the 
ship, reduced toward the line of impact, [𝐽], 𝑇S is the kinetic energy of the ice, reduced 
toward the line of impact, [𝐽],  𝑈 is ice crushing related work, [𝐽], 𝑉 is potential bending 
strain energy of a semi-infinite ice plate, [𝐽]; 𝑣?,	𝑣S are ship and ice reduced speeds, 
[𝑚/𝑠𝑒𝑐]; 𝑀sJt

��<�, 𝑀sJt
<�J are ship and ice reduced masses, [t], 𝑓 = ��

S∙ �∙�
,	where 𝛾 is the 

specific weight of ice, [𝑁/𝑚�], 𝐷 is the flexural stiffness of an ice plate, [𝑃𝑎 ∙ 𝑚�] which is 
determined by (Popov, et al., 1967), 𝐷 = �∙��

?S∙(?+�)
, where	𝐸 is elastic modulus of ice, [𝑃𝑎], 

ℎ is ice thickness, [𝑚], 𝜇 is Poisson ratio for ice. For additional details, see (Popov, et 
al., 1967). 

5.6. Analysis 

We validate the Popov method through the following process. First, we determine initial 
parameters and input data describing the ship-ice interaction process, such as ice 
mechanical properties and eff ective contact ice pressure. Second, we solve energy 
balance equations for the collision cases. Third, we calculate ice load parameters 
(indentation depth, contact area, maximum time of impact, total load). Fourth, we 
calculate line loads for each collision and contact geometry case. Fifth, we compare our 
calculated ice line loads with corresponding loads determined based on full-scale ice 
load measurements. 
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5.7. Initial parameters 

We specify the main input and output parameters in accordance with Figure 5-2. 

 

Figure 5-2: Main design in-and output parameters (Dolny, 2018). 

5.8. Ice mechanical properties and contact pressure 

Previous studies, including (Kendrick, et al., 2009) (Dolny, 2018) and (Daley & Kim, 
2010), apply an empirically determined process pressure-area relationship P(A). P(A) 
describes the development of the average contact pressure throughout the ice 
indentation process and it is based on full-scale measurements. 

In the Popov method, the contact pressure depends on the indentation as well as on the 
velocity of penetration – indentation rate in accordance with Eq. 5-1. Due to the 
complexity of this model, for typical velocities of ships operating in ice, (Popov, et al., 
1967) supposed that the eff ective contact pressure is equal to ice crushing strength 𝜎� 
over the whole contact area. According to this hypothesis, the maximum ice load 
corresponding to the maximum indentation depth 𝜉 = 𝜉hij, 𝑚  is 

𝑭 = 𝝈𝒄 𝒅𝑨,𝝃
𝟎 𝑴𝑵 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 (5-3)	

In this study, on the other hand, to link the full-scale data directly to the calculated 
measures, we do not apply the above mentioned empirical P(A) curve. Instead, we 
estimate the ice crushing strength in accordance with a process proposed by (Idrissova, 
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et al., 2019) considering the prevailing ice conditions. We believe this makes the 
obtained values directly comparable. 

5.9. Ice load parameters and  pressure-area relationship 

The solution from Popov (1967) equation is presented in terms of indentation depth and 
total load. In addition, supplementary load parameters can be derived. Because there is 
no pressure measurements available from Agulhas II, there is also not any readily 
available pressure-area curve P (A). Therefore, we apply our determined ice contact 
pressure instead. 

The pressure-area data points that we determined using the Popov method are related 
to  full-scale measurements conducted in the Canadian waters P(A) on MV Arctic and IB 
Kigoriak, as well as with measurements conducted and in the Baltic Sea P(A) on IB 
Sampo (Kujala, 2017). In accordance with Figure 5-3, we find that the calculated data 
points agree well with the pressure-area relationships presented by (Kujala, 2017) based 
on full-scale measurements. 
 

 

Figure 5-3: Comparison of pressure-area data points determined using the Popov method 
with pressure-area relationships presented by (Kujala, 2017) based on full-scale 

measurements.  
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5.10. Line load 

The direct outcome of the Popov method is the total load acting normal to the hull shell 
at the point of impact. When we compared this calculated load with the corresponding 
full-scale measurements, we found a significant disagreement. Therefore, we conclude 
that a direct comparison between calculated and full-scale loads is not feasible. To 
overcome this challenge, we instead compare the calculated and measured loads in 
terms of line loads. Specifically, we compare line loads estimated for the collision 
scenarios defined in section 5.4. 

Applying the Popov method, we calculate a total line load 𝑞, p�
h

 for the bow area as a 
function of total ice load 𝐹hij, [𝑀𝑁] on the frame and load length 𝑙, [𝑚] as shown in Eq. 
5-4. Using this equation, we can derive the total line load for any contact geometry. 
Examples are presented in Figure 5-4. 

𝒒 = 𝑭𝒎𝒂𝒙
𝒍
, [𝒌𝑵/𝒎]         (5-4) 

In order to compare calculated values with corresponding full-scale measurements, we 
covert the measured loads to line loads using a method by (Suominen & Kujala, 2015). 
The line loads (𝑞) over one frame spacing are calculated by dividing the measured loads 
on one frame with frame a spacing of 0.4 𝑚. The line loads acting over two-frame 
spacing are calculated by dividing the sum of the measured ice loads on two frames with 
the two-frame spacing width of 0.8 𝑚.  

As shown in Figure 5-4, the calculated line loads agree well with the corresponding full-
scale measurements. 

In accordance with the Popov method, line loads are distributed following an assumed 
distribution. In order to assess the influence of the chosen distribution, we applied two 
diff erent line load distributions: (a) a parabolic distribution as proposed by (Popov, et al., 
1967) and (b) a trapezoidal prism distribution as proposed by (Kheysin, 1961). In 
accordance with Figure 5-5 and Figure 5-6, we found that the sensitivity to the choice of 
load distribution depends on the assumed contact geometry. In case we assume that the 
ice load is distributed over one frame spacing, both distributions provide a good 
agreement with the full-scale measurements. However, in case we assume that the ice 
load is distributed over two frame spacing, we found a good agreement only when using 
the trapezoidal prism distribution in combination with angular and symmetric v-wedge 
contact geometries. 
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Figure 5-4: Comparison of line loads calculated based on full-scale ice load measurements 
with line loads calculated based on Popov method 
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Figure 5-5: Comparison between lines loads determined based on full scale measurements 
with corresponding line loads calculated by the Popov method (trapezoid prism 

distribution). 

 

Figure 5-6: Comparison of line loads determined based on full-scale measurements with 
corresponding line loads calculated by the Popov method (parabolic distribution). 

In Figure 5-5 and Figure 5-6, we compare the mean, maximum and standard deviation 
of line loads calculated by the Popov method with corresponding values determined 
based on full-scale measurements. In accordance with the figures, in many cases we 
find a good agreement between the values. However, in the following cases, highlighted 
with red colour in Figure 5-5 and Figure 5-6, the agreement is poor: 

• Trapizoidal prism distribution, ship-ice floe interaction 

o One-frame spacing 

§ Angular 
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§ Symmetric v-wedge 

• Two-frame spacing 

o Right-Apex edge 

o Round 

• Parabolic distribution, ship-ice field interaction 

o One-frame spacing 

§ Angular 

§ Right-Apex edge 

o Two-frame spacing 

§ All cases 

5.11. Conclusions and future research 

Based on the above findings, we make the following conclusions. In response to 
research question 1, we conclude that the Popov method and the related PC rules rely 
on multiple (empirical) assumptions. Assumptions applied in the Popov method concern 
among others the modelling of hydrodynamic effects in ship-ice interactions, the 
modelling of the mechanical properties of ice, and the modelling of the relation between 
contact pressure, ice crushing strength σc, and contact area. Assumptions of the PC 
rules concern among others the modelling of the ice pressure-area relationship, the 
contact geometry, the collision case. In response to research question 2, we conclude 
that ice (line) loads calculated by the Popov method agree well with corresponding full-
scale measurements. However, the agreement depends strongly on the modelling of the 
ice conditions, and the assumed contact geometry. In response to research question 3,  
we conclude that the assumed contact geometry has a significant impact on the 
obtained ice load assessment. The findings indicate that, when applying the Popov 
method in the context of goal-based design, designers need to pay close attention to 
both to the modelling of the ice conditions, and to the definition of the contact geometry.    
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6. Design tool 3. Arctic maritime accident data 

6.1. Data sources 

The SEDNA Arctic Accident and Incident Database (AAID) consists of data collected 
from numerous sources including other accident databases, accident reports, books, 
newspapers, shipping companies, insurance companies, classification societies, national 
maritime authorities and accident investigation bureaus. The most important sources are 
listed in Table 6-1. Additional, currently not publically available accident data might be 
available from Russian Maritime Register of Shipping, Northern Sea Route 
Administration, and Rosatomflot (Russian company that maintains the Russian fleet of 
nuclear-powered icebreakers). 

Table 6-1: Utilized sources of accident and incident data 

Source Type of data 

Bellona Foundation Reports and articles on various types of accidents and incidents 
Norwegian Maritime 
Authority (NMA) 

Comprehensive and detailed accident database 

Marine accident 
investigation branch 
(MAIB) 

Database with anonymously reported data on accidents with ships 
sailing under UK flag or in UK territorial waters 

Transportation Safety 
Board of Canada 
(TSBC) 

Database on accidents and incidents with ships sailing in Canadian 
waters or under Canadian flag 

Global Integrated 
Shipping Information 
System (GISIS) 

IMO based service for reporting casualties and incidents 

United States Coast 
Guard (USCG) 

Multiple accident databases 

Taiwanese Maritime 
Authority 

Database on accidents and incidents  

Lloyd’s Market 
Association 

Database on ship accidents and incidents in the Russian Arctic 

Swedish Maritime 
Authority 

Database on accidents with ships sailing under Swedish flag or in 
Swedish territorial waters  

SAFE-ICE Database on ice damages (outcome of a project funded by the 
European Commission) 

Various national 
accident investigation 
boards 

USA: National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB), Denmark: Danish 
Maritime Accident Investigation Board, Norway: Accident Investigation 
Board. Data on accidents that have occurred in various national waters. 

Norland database  Accident database 
AKAC database  Accident database 
National Research 
Council of Canada 
(NRCA) 

Data on ship-iceberg collisions on the northern Atlantic and the 
Labrador Sea 
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Commercial database 
service  

Lloyd's Marine Intelligence, Clarksons Shipping Intelligence Networks 

Individual reports and 
articles  

- Arctic Marine Shipping Assessment 2009 Report. The Arctic 
Council. 

- Analysis of Ice Damages Sustained by ASPPR Type Vessels in 
the Canadian Arctic 1976 to 1992, Norland Science and 
Engineering.  

- Article by Brian Hill presenting a detailed database on ship 
iceberg collisions on Labrador Sea and Baffin Bay 

- Investigation and analysis of ice damages to the cargo ships 
operating on the Northern Sea Route. CNIIMF. (Report 
describing ice damages sustained by Soviet cargo ships SA-15 
in end of 80s.)  

- Russian study on ice damages with SA-15 type ships. 

6.2. Database overview 

The AAID comprises data on 3,362 accidental events from the period 1975-2018 
involving ships above 500 GT. Figure 6-1 presents an overview of the geographical 
distribution of all accidental events included in the AAID. In accordance with the map, 
the accidental events are geographically concentrated to areas with significant maritime 
activity, such as the waters around Svalbard and Island, the Arctic coastal waters of 
Canada, the Barents Sea, the Bering Sea, and the Norwegian Sea. Most of the events 
(2,127) occurred outside the area covered by the Polar Code. 

We categorize the accidental events by the type of accident as follows: 

• Accidental events involving structural damages due to ship-ice interaction 

• Besetting in ice 

• Groundings 

• Collisions 

• Heavy weather accidents (accidental events caused by a heavy weather related 
event such as  a shift of cargo, flooding, breaching of cargo hatches, or loss of 
manoeuvrability)  

• Fire and explosion 

• Technical failure resulting in a loss of manoeuvrability/seaworthiness  

• Occupational accidents (on-board work related accidents) 

• Other 

In the following, we analyze more closely three main types of arctic specific accident 
types: accidental ship-ice interactions, groundings, and collisions. 
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Figure 6-1: Geographical distribution of reported events. 

6.3. Frequency and characteristics of different types of 
accidental events 

6.3.1. Ship-ice interaction events 

Ships operating in Arctic waters are subject to different types of ship-ice interaction 
events. In this study, we focus on accidental events, i.e. events that are not part of 
normal (design) operations. This means that we need to separate between accidental 
and ‘normal’ ship-ice interactions. To this end, we classify operational (non-accidental) 
ice damage as damage meeting at least one of the following criteria:  

• The damage has been detected during periodic dry-docking.  

• The damage has occurred at an unspecific/unknown date. 
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• The time of occurrence is known, but the damage is limited to minor hull damage 
(propeller and rudder damages are considered accidental).  

Accidental damage, on the other hand, are significant damages that require immediate 
unscheduled repair. Specifically, we classify accidental ice damage as damage meeting 
at least one of the following criteria: 

• Due to the sustained damage, the ship was not able to continue normal service 
(this includes total losses). 

• The damage was caused by an impact with glacial ice (bergy bits or icebergs). 

 

Figure 6-2: Distribution of different types of accidental events due to ship-ice interaction 

Based on the available data, we further classify accidental ice damages as follows: (a) 
damage caused by compressive ice, (b) damage caused by impact with individual ice 
blocks such as icebergs, bergy bits, ice floes or growlers, (c) damage caused by impact 
with level ice (FYI, MYI), (d) damage caused by impact with ice formations such as ice 
channel edges, ice rubble, rafted ice, or ice ridges, (d) damage caused by impact with 
other (unspecified) ice features. 

Because the number of different types of ice load accidents is very large, we found that it 
is often difficult to categorize individual events. Nevertheless, Figure 6-2 indicates how 
different types of accidental events due to ship-ice interaction are distributed. As shown 
by the figure, in most cases the type of ice is unknown because the available data does 
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not specify the type of ice involved. The most common known type of accidental ship-ice 
interaction is interaction with compressive ice. The second most common known type is 
interaction with MYI (old ice). However, given that MYI is significantly stronger than FYI, 
we can assume that a majority of the previously mentioned unknown accidental ship-ice 
interactions also involve MYI. A recent example thereof is the ICE-1A classified Oceanex 
Connaigra, which as shown Figure 6-4 sustained significant bulb damage from contact 
with MYI.  

 

Figure 6-3: Distribution of ice damages by ship area (only events for which damage area 
specified) 

The effect of an impact with any specific type of ice might depend on the conditions 
under which they occur. For instance, the effect of a collision with an ice flow might 
depend heavily on the prevailing sea state.  For instance, in 1976 the bulk carrier MV 
Deltadrecht, while operating in heavy seas with waves reaching 9 m in height, sustained 
a holing of one of its fore tanks following a collision with an ice cake. It is fair to assume 
that the outcome of the impact would have been less serious had the sea state been 
calmer. 

In accordance with Figure 6-3, in many cases the available data does not specify the 
location of reported ice damage. Nevertheless, our data indicate that accidental ship-ice 
interactions often result in damage to the bow, an example of which is presented in 
Figure 6-4. Such damages occur mainly under independent operation in ice. Damages 
to the mid-ship area are typically caused by sharp ice channels edges. Mid-ship damage 
can also occur in compressive ice situations due to ice rubble acting on a ship´s side 
(potentially above the ice belt). In accordance with our data, rudder and propeller 
damages are also quite common. Damage to the stern might occur when a ship is 
reversing, for instance in a situation where multiple rammings are needed to penetrate 
an ice ridge. Bottom damages might be caused for instance by ice floes ascending from 
below an assisting icebreaker, hitting the bottom of the ship being escorted.  
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Figure 6-4: Bow (bulb) damage from impact with MYI (VOCM, 2017). 

In accordance with Figure 6-5, in most cases the available data does not specify the ice 
class of ships that have suffered an ice damage. Among the cases where the ice class is 
specified, Canadian ice classes dominate. This indicates that accidents occurring on 
Canadian ships are well reported.    

In accordance with Figure 6-6, the three most common types of ships involved in 
accidental ship-ice interactions are general cargo ships, bulk carriers, and tankers. This 
is not surprising, as these vessel types also accounts for a significant part of all maritime 
activity in the Arctic. It is noteworthy that fishing vessels, which are one of the most 
common type of ships in Arctic waters, are underrepresented in this context. This 
indicates that fishing vessels typically avoid ice infested waters. 

 

 

Figure 6-5: Ship involved in accidental ship-ice interaction – Distribution by ice class 
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Figure 6-6: Distribution of sustained hull damages from impact with ice by ship type. 

6.3.2. Groundings 

Our database includes in total 124 number of grounding cases. Groundings might occur 
for various reasons. In Table 6-2, we identify and classify the main cause of grounding 
for in total 64 grounding cases. We find that the three most common causes of 
grounding are (1) heavy weather, (2) inaccurate sea charts, and (3) failed anchoring, 
mooring or towing lines. Anyhow, in reality groundings tend not to occur due to a single 
cause, but due to a combination of interacting causes. 

Table 6-2: Main causes of grounding and their frequency of occurrence 

Main cause of grounding Frequency 
Heavy weather resulting in a loss of manoeuvrability 14 
Inaccurate sea charts 10 
Failed anchoring, mooring, or towing lines 9 
Operation in ice infested waters (e.g. due to change of route to avoid sea ice) 8 
Technical failure resulting in a loss of manoeuvrability 4 
Intentional grounding (beaching),  e.g. to prevent a ship from sinking 3 
“Tourist navigation”, i.e. cruise ships that wants to navigate close to shore for 
touristic purposes 

3 

Extreme tides, variations in river outflow and silting   3 
Other / Unknown 67 
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In accordance with Figure 6-7, the three most common types of ships involved in 
grounding incidents are passenger ships, general cargo ships, and service ships. 
Considering the relatively low number of passenger ships operating in Arctic waters, this 
indicates that passenger ships are significantly overrepresented among the grounding 
cases. This is likely due to cruise ships engaging in so-called tourist navigation in which 
ships, for sightseeing purposes, operate in shallow waters close to shore, or outside 
fairways. However, the available accident data does not always specify the cause of 
grounding, hence the large number of unknown cases in Table 6-2. 

Cargo ships, in turn, are at risk of grounding especially when operating along shallow 
fairways, for instance when entering or leaving Arctic ports. Anyhow, groundings are 
often a consequence of several contributing factors. An example of this is the grounding 
case of Vega Sagittarius, pictured in Figure 6-8, which in order to avoid sea ice changed 
its route and hit an unchartered reef. 

Operation along narrow and shallow routes also increases the risk of collision with 
submerged vessels. For instance, a Sovcomflot tanker was reportedly holed due to a 
collision with a sunken barge.  

 

Figure 6-7. Distribution of grounding cases by ship type. 
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Figure 6-8. Vega Sagittarius on an unchartered reef. 

6.3.3. Collisions 

In total, we found 67 reported collision cases, which we categorize based on their main 
causes in accordance with Figure 6-9. We find that the most common type of collision in 
the Arctic is ship-ship collisions in ice-free waters. Common factors behind such 
collisions include maritime operations including multiple ships or ships and offshore 
platforms operating in close proximity, narrow fairways (e.g. rivers, port areas), heavy 
weather, and technical failures (e.g. engine failures, blackouts, and propeller failures). 
The second most common type is collision during convoy operation (operation in ice 
channel). Such collisions are typically caused by rapidly changing ice conditions (e.g., 
due to the presence of ice ridges, rafted ice, hummock ice), resulting in a rapid reduction 
of the speed of the lead vessel. Risk increasing factors include bad visibility (e.g. due to 
darkness or fog), lack of experience, small distance between escorting and escorted 
vessels, and unreliable technology. 

 

Figure 6-9: Main types of collision and their frequency of occurrence. 
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6.4. Consequences of accidental events 

Accidental events often result in a range of consequences. For the purpose of this study, 
we choose to analyse the accidental events behind four main types of consequences: 
(1) Hull holing, (2) Total ship loss, (3) Accidental pollution, and (4) Loss of life. 

6.4.1. Hull holing  

Any accidental load, i.e. load that exceed the design load, may result in a hull damage. 
From a safety point of view, we are mainly interested in loads resulting in structural 
failures / holings, which in turn typically result in flooding. In accordance with Figure 
6-10, the available accident data indicates that most cases of hull holings are caused by 
accidental ship-ice interactions. The second most common cause is grounding.  
Together accidental ship-ice interactions and groundings are behind over 90 % of all 
cases of hull holing. Surprisingly, given that convoy operation is common in the Arctic, 
we only found four cases of hull holings caused by collision.  

 

Figure 6-10. Causes of hull holing 

6.4.2. Total ship loss 

A total loss of ship is among the worst possible outcomes of any maritime accidental 
event. In accordance with Figure 6-11, our data indicate that most total ship losses are 
due to heavy weather related causes such as shift of cargo, flooding (e.g. flooding of 
cargo holds), and loss of manoeuvrability. The second and third most common causes 
are groundings and accidental ship-ice interactions. It can be noted that we did not find a 
single case of a total loss due to collision. 
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Figure 6-11: Causes of total ship loss 

Recent total losses due to accidental ship-ice interactions have primarily involved fishing 
vessels. An example of this is the non-SOLAS fishing trawler Kapitan Bolsunovsky, 
which sank in 2012 on the Bering Sea because of an impact with an ice floe. Rule 
violations may have contributed to the accident. The last  known case of an SOLAS ship 
sinking due to an ice damage dates back to 1991, when cargo ship Finnpolaris sank as 
a result of a low speed collision with an ice floe. Design faults may have contributed to 
the accident. 

6.4.3. Accidental pollution 

Due to multiple reasons, including low water temperature and remoteness, Arctic waters 
are particularly vulnerable to releases of environmentally hazardous substances 
(Husseini, 2018). Therefore, to minimize the environmental load of maritime activities, 
the Polar Code prohibits discharges of a range of environmentally hazardous 
substances including oil, chemicals, sewage, garbage, and food wastes. However, 
accidental and illegal discharges still occur.  

In accordance with Figure 6-12 the available accident data indicates that the three most 
common causes for accidental releases of environmentally hazardous substances are 
(1) hull damage due to grounding, (2) hull damage due to accidental ship-ice impact, and 
(3) various types of technical failures, in particular of oil loading/unloading equipment 
such as valves and hoses. In some cases, the failure of oil loading/unloading equipment 
is due to deficient mooring. 
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Figure 6-12. Causes of accidental releases of environmentally hazardous substances 

The data presented in Figure 6-12 does not include accidental releases due to sinking of 
ships (total ship loss), something that might result in a significant release of accidental 
substances, at least over time as the oil and cargo tanks of sunken ships are broken 
down by corrosion.  

6.4.4. Loss of life 

Loss of life is the worst possible outcome of any accidental event. In this study, we 
analyse fatal maritime accidents in terms of the following: (a) the frequency of different 
types of accidents resulting in at least one casualty, and (b) the total number of 
casualties caused by different types of events.  

In accordance with Figure 6-13 (a),  we find that on-board work (occupational) accidents 
is by far the most common type of event resulting in at least one fatality. Other common 
types of fatal events are heavy weather accidents and fire/explosions. In accordance 
with Figure 6-13 (b), we find that most casualties are due to heavy weather related 
accidents. This is likely because, as shown in Figure 6-10, heavy weather is the most 
common cause of total ship losses, many of which have resulted in a high number of 
casualties.  
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Figure 6-13: (a) Frequency distribution of types of events resulting in at least one casualty, 
(b) Total number of reported casualties by type of event 

Individual accidental events resulting in a multiple fatalities have in most cases involved 
relatively small non-SOLAS ships, often fishing vessels. However, there has been 
several close calls involving larger ships, which under slightly less favourable conditions 
could have resulted in a large number of casualties. An example thereof is the case of 
soviet passenger ship Maxim Gorky, which in 1989 collided with an ice floe near 
Svalbard (Kvamstadt, et al., 2009). The ship-ice impact resulted in a critical flooding, 
which the crew, supported by a Norwegian coast guard vessel, managed to stop. 
Because of the critical situation, all 575 passengers and 378 crewmembers were 
evacuated onto the sea ice. Another example of a close call is the case of cargo ship 
Finnpolaris, which sank in 1991 in Baffin Bay due to an accidental impact with an ice 
floe. The ship´s 18 crewmembers were evacuated to lifeboats and eventually rescued. 

6.5. Annual number of reported accidental events and long 
term trends 

In order to identify possible trends in the frequency of events, we plot the annual number 
of reported events in accordance with Figure 6-14. By analysing the figure, we find that 
the long-term trend in terms of the annual number of reported events is increasing. This 
is probably due to an overall increase in Arctic maritime operations, as well as due to 
more active reporting of damages. The number of annual number of reported ice 
damages, on the other hand, is decreasing, and occurred ice damages are nowadays 
typically less severe than only two decades ago. This may be due to stronger ships, as 
well as due to an increasing level of experience of operating in Arctic waters. Another 
observation is that the annual number of reported events is varying significantly from 
year to year. This is likely due to significant inter-annual variations in the sea ice 
conditions. 
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Figure 6-14: (a) Annual number of reported accidents and incidents (in Polar Code waters), 
(b) annual number of reported hull damages 

6.6. Conclusions 

We compiled all publically available arctic maritime accident data that we are able to find 
into an comprehensive database including data on some 3,362 accidental events from 
the period 1975-2018 involving ships above 500 GT. By analysing the data, we made 
multiple interesting findings. For instance, we find that most ship collisions in the Arctic 
occur in ice-free waters, and that heavy weather is behind both most total ship losses, 
and most casualties. We also find that occupational (on-board) accidents is the most 
common type of accident resulting in at least one fatality. Surprisingly, we find that there 
has been no casualties due to accidental ice loads or ship-ice interactions. We find that 
the data, considering its quantity and quality, can be used in the context of goal/risk-
based design for design case specific risk assessments considering the likelihood of 
different types of accident events in different sea areas. However, because the 
available data typically does not include much background information (e.g. on 
the prevailing weather/ice conditions, design specification of the involved ship(s), 
the role of human factors, and the consequences), it does not support the 
determination of any holistic quantitative risk model, such as for instance a 
Bayesian Networks model. That said, the quality and quantity of available accident 
data depends on the accident type. For one particular type of accidental event, 
namely ice besetting (i.e. ships getting stuck in ice), we find very detailed data, 
originating from icebreaker logbooks. Based on that data, in the following we 
determine a Bayesian networks model for assessing the risk of ice besetting. 
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7. Design tool 4: A Bayesian networks model for 
assessing the risk of ice besetting 

7.1. Introduction 

Ice besetting, i.e. to get stuck in ice, is a serious risk for Arctic ships as it might result in 
uncontrolled drift (and risk of grounding), listing, hull damages (because besetting in ice 
typically occur in compressive ice), and operational delays (Fu, et al., 2016).  

The aim of this study is to determine a model for analysing the probability of ship 
besetting in ice in arctic waters. Because the likelihood of besetting depends on a 
complex interaction between multiple factors, we choose to apply a Bayesian Networks 
(BN) approach utilizing empirical data. Specifically, we determine our BN model based 
on empirical data from the period 2013 – 2018.  

In addition to a BN, our model consists of three modules, namely a ship traffic module, a 
ship module, and an ice module. In the following, we describe each part separately. 

7.2. Model 

7.2.1. Bayesian network 

In accordance with Figure 7-1, our BN model assesses the likelihood of besetting based 
on three parameters: (1) Equivalent ice thickness4, (2) Ship size measured in Gross 
Tonnage (GT), and (3) ice class. We quantify each of these as low, medium or high. We 
would also like to consider ice compression. However, the available data on past ice 
besetting cases does not include sufficient data based on which to model the influence 
of compressive ice. This is likely because the quantification of compressive ice is 
challenging. Anyhow, because compressive ice is a typically a contributing factor behind 
besetting cases, we assume that compressive ice has been present in each case. 

                                                
 
 
4 A measure of the overall ice conditions defined as the average thickness of all ice features in an area. It 
does not account for compressive ice. 
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Figure 7-1: BN model for assessing the probability of besetting in ice 

7.2.2. Ship traffic module 

The purpose of the ship traffic module is to (1) estimate the total annual number of 
operating days in the Norther Sea Route (NSR) area per ship type, and (2) to estimate 
the annual number of days that each ship type operate in ice. In accordance with Figure 
7-2, we calculate these measures for nine different types of ships. 

 

Figure 7-2: (a) Total operational days per ship type, (b) Operational days per ship type in 
ice 

The applied data originates from the NSRA - Northern Sea Route Administration to 
which all ships entering the NSR area are obliged to report their presence (Anon., 2019). 
Through this system, the NSRA receives information on among other the name, IMO 
number, latitude, longitude, speed, and status of each ship entering or exiting the NSR 
area. It should be noted that the available data is somewhat incomplete, as no data is 
available for weekends and Russian national holidays.   
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7.2.3. Ship type module 

The ship type module contains information on ship main particulars (main dimensions), 
ice class, power, propulsion type, and other details. The data originates from multiple 
sources including MarineTraffic.com, VesselTracker.com, FleetMonitor.com, DNV 
Vessel Register, individual shipping companies and other sources such as maritime 
news sites. 

7.2.4. Ice module 

The ice module contains historical date and location (coordinate) specific ice conditions 
originating from multiple sources including (Cavalieri, 1996), (Team, 2019) and (SMOS, 
2019). We process the ice data using an algorithm that we developed partially based on 
(Greene, 2016). Figure 7-3 demonstrates how we use the ice module to determine the 
ice conditions at a specific time and location. The data includes some gaps, caused 
among others by clouds preventing satellite observations. In case ice data is not 
available for a specific location, we define the ice conditions based on ice data available 
for some nearby location. 
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Figure 7-3: Demonstration of ice module algorithm used for determination of ice 
conditions 

7.3. Application 
 

The model will be tested and assessed as a part of our upcoming work in WP 5. 
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8. Design tool 5: A numerical method for assessing 
forces in ship-ice ridge collisions 

 

8.1. Background 

The interaction between a ship and an ice ridge have be modelled by various methods 
including: (1) discrete element method, (2) finite element method and (3) numerical 
simulation based on theoretical calculation. (Sawamura & Tachibana, 2011) presents a 
discrete element method based approach for two-dimensional and three-dimensional 
numerical models of the interaction between the ice ridge and the ship. (Molyneux, 
2013) used finite element and discrete element coupling program to conduct numerical 
simulation of the interaction between a cylinder and ice ridge. (Heinonen, 2004), 
applying the finite element method and the Drucker Prager yield criterion, conducted a 
partial simulation of a cone punch test. (Vakulenko & Bolshev, 2015) applied finite 
element quasi-static analysis to simulate a field punching test. (Zhou, et al., 2019) 
proposed a numerical calculation method for the simulation of the interaction between a 
ship and an ice ridge based on a theoretical calculation formula, and calculated the ice 
load by determining the horizontal position of crushed ice relative to the ship and the 
corresponding motion. (Croasdale, 2012) developed a new theoretical calculation model 
of ice ridge load based on the inclined structure and the theoretical calculation principle 
of ice ridge, taking into account the factors such as ice fragment inside the ice ridge and 
ice landslide failure. (Kuuliala, 2015) proposed a numerical calculation method based on 
the motion equation of ships and the probability model of ice ridge shape, which can be 
used for ice route planning and ship operability prediction.  

The aim of this study is to establish a reliable numerical model for the simulation of ship-
ice ridge interactions. We present the outcome of the work as follows. First, we present 
our developed model and related theory. Second, we apply the model and compare the 
results with corresponding experimental results to verify its accuracy. Third, we apply the 
method to analyse various ship-ice ridge scenarios. 

8.2. A new ice ridge model based on the ‘Drucker-Prager’ yield 
surface 

8.2.1. Drucker Prager criterion 

A common yield criteria for ice ridges is the Mohr-coulomb yield criterion. Both (Ettema & 
Urroz , 1989) and (Timco & Cornett, 1999)  recommend the use of this yield criterion for 
numerical simulation of ice ridge materials. The shear stress on the shear yield surface 
is expressed by the following equation: 
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𝝉 = 𝒄 − 𝝈𝒏 𝒕𝒂𝒏𝝋          (8-1) 

, where: c -- cohesive force, φ -- an angle of internal friction, and 𝜎¥ -- normal stress 
affecting the yield surface. 

 

Figure 8-1: Mohr-coulomb yield surface and Drucker Prager yield surface in deviatoric 
stress space 

The Drucker-Prager (DP) yield criterion is a smooth approximation of the Mohr-Coulomb 
(MC) yield criterion. DP yield function retains the mechanical principle of MC yield 
criterion, and its smooth envelope makes it more convenient to be applied in numerical 
simulation. Therefore, we apply this yield function. 

Drucker-Prager yield function is expressed as: 

𝒒 = 𝒅 + 𝒑 𝒕𝒂𝒏𝜷         (8-2) 

, where 𝑞 -- the second stress invariant, 𝑑	 -- cohesion force in the DP yield function, in 
the shear case, 𝑑 = 3𝑐 cos 𝜑, in the case of compression，𝑑 = � ®¯°±

�+°²³±
, 𝛽 -- the internal 

friction angle in the DP yield function，in the shear case, tan 𝛽 = 3 sin 𝜑, in the case of 
compression, 	tan 𝛽 = °²³±

�+°²³±
 In order to distinguish the adhesion force and internal 

friction Angle in MC and DP, the adhesion force in MC model is c and the internal friction 
angle φ, while in DP model, the corresponding parameters are d and	𝛽. 

8.2.2. The formula of the yield surface 

Using LS-DYNA, we established a new ice ridge material model. Related formulas are 
presented in Annex A. 
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8.3.  Validation 

In order to validate our numerical model, we compare its outcome with corresponding 
experimental results. Referring to the results of the ice ridge model test conducted by 
Aker Solutions and HSVA in 2008 (Bruun, et al., 2009), the ice ridge numerical model 
was used for finite element simulation and comparison. Figure 8-2 shows the HSVA field 
test diagram, and the state of the ice ridge after the test. 

 

Figure 8-2: HSVA experiment (Bruun, et al., 2009). 

       

 

Figure 8-3: Numerical model of the platform and ice ridge geometric dimensions of the 
platform (Bruun, et al., 2009). 

Figure 8-4 shows the von-Mises equivalent stress distribution on the platform when it is 
in contact with the ice ridge. The distribution of  Figure 8-5 shows the stress cloud before 
and after the platform hits the maximum thickness of the ice ridge and is about to 
penetrate the ice ridge. We see that before the impact reaches the maximum thickness 
of the ice ridge, the stress tends to concentrate on the position where the platform and 
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the ice ridge just touch, and as the platform penetrates the ice ridge, the stress gradually 
spreads over the entire ice ridge.  

 

 

Figure 8-4: Von-Mises stress cloud map when the platform is in contact with the ice ridge 

 

 

Figure 8-5: Von-Mises stress cloud after the platform enters the ice ridge. 

Figure 8-5 shows the 𝐹j-displacement curve obtained by Aker Solutions' experiment and 
the 𝐹j -displacement curve obtained by numerical simulation of the above ice ridge 
materials. We find that the simulated results are consistent with the experimental values.  

 

Figure 8-6: (a) Field experimental results, (b) Numerical simulation results. 
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8.4.      Numerical simulation of ship-ice ridge interaction 

8.4.1. The parameters of the ice in the numerical simulation 

For the numerical simulation we apply the nonlinear finite element software LS-DYNA. 
Applied material properties of the ice ridge in the numerical simulation are presented in 
Table 8-1 and Table 8-2.  

Table 8-1: Geometry of the ice ridge 

The thickness of a level ice [m] 2 
Thickness of consolidation layer [m] 3 
Keel thickness [m] 21 
Keel width [m] 80 
Bottom width [m] 5 
Keel Angle [°] 30 
Bending strength of the level ice [MPa] 0.5 
Density of the level ice [t/m3] 0.9 
Bending strength of  consolidation layer [MPa] 0.5 
Cohesion of keel [kPa] 7 
Internal friction angle [°] 35 
Porosity of keel 0.3 

Table 8-2: Material parameters of the ice ridge 

Density 
Kg/m3 

Poisson's 
ratio 

Elastic 
modulus 

/Mpa 

Initial 
failure 
strain 

Initial angle of 
internal 

friction /噛 

Cohesive 
force / Pa 

𝜅 R M 

900 0.3 5.7 0.01 35 7000 0.03 2 3.54 

8.4.2. Numerical simulation of multiple impacts 

The icebreaker collides with the ice ridge at an initial speed of 2m/s and crushes the ice 
ridge by pressure. Once the ship's speed is reduced to zero (or negative), the process is 
repeated. In other words, we simulate a multi-collision process. Figure 8-7 presents the 
speed development during the first, second and third collision. In accordance with the 
figure, the speed reduction rate of the first collision was significantly lower than that of 
second and third collision, which is due to the geometric characteristics of the ice ridge. 
At the beginning of the contact, the bow of the ship has not fully entered the ice ridge, 
and the ice thickness on the contact surface is less than that on the subsequent 
collision. Therefore, the resistance to the ship will be smaller and the speed will 
decrease slowly. When the hull gradually penetrates the ice ridge and the thickness of 
the ice ridge no longer vary, the reduction of the hull speed tends to be the constant. 
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Figure 8-7: Speed - Time curve of multiple impact. 

The total contact force on the hull during the collision is shown in Figure 8-8. In 
accordance with the figure, the peak load of each collision increases gradually with the 
depth of the penetration. In each individual collision, the contact force curve oscillates 
frequently because the ice ridge contacts the bow and the contact force increases 
gradually. When the critical value of damage is reached, the unit is deleted and a gap 
between the contact surface and the ice body appears, and the contact force is 
unloaded. When the contact occurs again, the contact force rises gradually, resulting in 
a repeated loading-unloading. The contact force oscillates frequently. In accordance with 
Figure 8-8, when the hull speed drops to zero, the contact force tend towards zero. At 
this time, the bow and the ice ridge are almost completely separated, which agrees with 
corresponding real-life collisions. 

 

Figure 8-8: Total force-time curve of multiple impact contacts. 

8.4.3. Analysis of Ice Load Result 

Figure 8-9 shows ice force-time curves for the bow area. In accordance with the figure, 
the first impact of the hull is completed in about 13 seconds, after which the ice force in 
each direction start to decrease. In about 15 seconds, the hull accelerates and and a 
new collision is initiated. When the hull encounters the ice again, the ice load increases 
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sharply, but with the depth of the impact, the ice force gradually maintains a certain 
range. Thus, in a multiple-impact scenario, structural forces often change dramatically in 
the initial stage of impact, and then become stable until unloading or re-impact occurs. 

In addition, for the interaction between the bow and the ice ridge, we find from the ice 
load-time curve that the z-direction force acting on the hull is the main component of the 
ice load. 

 

Figure 8-9: Ice load-time curve. 

8.4.4. Influence of ice ridge thickness 

In order to explore the influence of ice ridge thickness on ice breaker-ice ridge collision, 
ice ridges with thickness of 2 m, 4 m, 6 m and 8 m were selected to simulate the collision 
process of ship hull with collision velocity of 3 m/s. Figure 8-10 and Figure 8-11 show the 
deformation damage and stress distribution in the bow under repeated impacts with ice 
ridges of different thickness. Stress distributions at 10s and 20s are given at the end of 
the first and second impact. We find that the stress concentration area of the fore outer 
plate, as well as the peak stress, increases greatly with the increase of ice ridge 
thickness. 
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Figure 8-10: Bow deformation and 𝛔𝐯 distribution in collisions with ice ridges of various 
thickness (10s) 

 

Figure 8-11: Bow deformation and 𝛔𝐯 distribution from collision with ice ridges of various 
thickness (20s) 

Figure 8-11 and Figure 8-12 show the deformation and stress distribution at 10s and 20s 
at the transverse frame inside the bow from collisions with ice ridges of different 
thicknesses. 
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Figure 8-12: Deformation and stress distribution in transverse frames from collision with 
ice ridges of various thickness (10s) 

Figure 8-14 shows how the collision damage and stress in ice ridges depends on their 
thickness. We find that the thickness of an ice ridge has a significant effect on the 
resulting collision loads. 

Figure 8-15 shows the ice force-time curves of the collision between a ship and ice 
ridges of various thickness. We find that the ice load on the bow increases slowly at the 
initial stage of the collision, but after the re-collision, the ice load rises quickly, and then 
remains stable until unloading or re-collision occurs. 

By observing the ice force curve, we can see that the ice ridge thickness directly affects 
the peak load of each impact. With the increase of ice thickness, the increase of ice load 
value is abnormal. Thus, we conclude that the ice ridge thickness is a major factor 
affecting the structural safety of ships. 
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Figure 8-13: Deformation and stress distribution in transverse frames from collision with 
ice ridge of various thickness (20s). 

 

Figure 8-14: Ice ridge failure and stress distribution for various ice ridge thickness (20s). 
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Figure 8-15: Ice force-time curves for collisions with ridges of various thickness. 

8.5. Conclusions and future research 

Based on the finite element program LS-DYNA, we determine a numerical ice material 
model that we apply to simulate structural loads from ship-ice ridge collisions. By 
comparing the simulated loads to corresponding experimental load measurement, we 
find that the determined model is reasonably accurate. This indicates that finite element 
method based approaches might be useful in the context of goal-based Arctic ship 
design to determine (design) loads from ship-ice ridge interactions.  

By applying the model to analyse different types of ship-ice ridge collisions, we find that 
the resulting structural load is strongly dependent on the thickness of the ice ridge being 
hit by a ship. In the context of goal-based design, this supports the assumption that the 
designer must consider the prevailing ridge size in a ship´s intended operating area. 

In future studies, to increase the accuracy of the numerical ice material model, we aim to 
conduct additional experiments to obtain additional data on the cohesion and internal 
friction of ice ridges. In addition, we would like to investigate the topic of hydrodynamic 
effects. 
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9. Summary and future research 
This deliverable presents a framework for holistic goal/risk-based design of Arctic ships. 
The design framework, including an overall design process connecting related design 
tools, is based on the principle that a ship’s ice loading and risks are assessed based on 
its exposure to various ice conditions, operating areas, and operating modes. The 
design process integrates the goal/risk-based regulatory system of the International 
Code for Ships Operating in Polar Waters (Polar Code) into a holistic design process 
considering operational and regulatory requirements, cost-efficiency, and design 
robustness. To enable full utilization of the goal/risk-based regulations of the Polar Code, 
the process makes use of system thinking and discrete event simulation (DES) based 
Monte Carlo simulations. System thinking makes it possible to treat an Arctic ship as a 
system of systems, facilitating a holistic design process. In addition, it facilitates a well-
structured design process, by making it possible to divide an arctic ship into a set of 
subsystems that can be designed separately.  Monte Carlo simulations, in turn, makes it 
possible to assess the operational performance of an arctic ship considering a multitude 
of interacting stochastic factors, and to determine operational data relevant both for the 
design of various ship systems, and for the assessment of the cost-efficiency and 
robustness of competing designs.  

In terms of the design tools, we focus on two different categories of tools that are of 
particular importance and relevancy in the context of goal/risk-based Arctic ship design: 
(1) tools for assessing ice loading on ships, and (2) tools for assessing the probabilities 
of various arctic shipping specific accidental events.  Because the ship-ice interaction 
process is complex and not fully understood, there are many different approaches and 
method for assessing ice loading on ships. We choose to focus on three very relevant, 
but fundamentally different methods:  

1. The event-maximum method which is a probabilistic and fundamentally empirical 
method that can be used to assess the maximum ice load that a ship will be 
exposed to over a specific period (e.g. 1 year). 

2. The Popov method, which utilizing the principle of conservation of kinetic energy, 
makes it possible to analytically assess the resulting ice load from a ship-ice 
interaction/collision process. The method is particularly relevant because it is 
behind the PC ice class standards.  

3. A numerical method that makes it possible to assess the ice load from a ship-ice 
ridge interaction utilizing the finite element method. 

With regards to the event-maximum method, to determine if the method is reliable and 
stable enough to be part of the SEDNA risk-based design framework, we analyse and 
evaluate the method. To this end, based on a recent set of full-scale ice load 
measurements, we applied the method to assess the 100-year and 10,000-year 
maximum expected ice pressure at different parts of a ship´s hull for two different 
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periods (100 years and 10,000 years). Subsequently, we compare our obtained values 
with corresponding values calculated based on previous studies. The outcome of the 
analysis indicates that the event-maximum method for assessing the maximum ice 
loading acting on a ship is stable and consistent. Thus, we conclude that the method 
qualifies to be part of the SEDNA risk-based design framework. 

With regards to the Popov method, and the related PC standards, we look into multiple 
issues. We find that ice (line) loads calculated by the Popov method agree well with 
corresponding full-scale measurements, but that the agreement depends strongly on the 
modelling of the ice conditions, and the assumed contact geometry. Based on these 
findings, we conclude that the Popov method has the potential to be a strong analytical 
tool for assessing ice loading on ships, but that when using the method, designers must 
pay attention to the modelling of the prevailing ice conditions and the contact geometry. 
We also identified a number of other (empirical) assumptions that should be addressed 
in future research to extend the applicability of the method. 

With regards to the numerical method, our findings indicate that it is possible to reliable 
assess the structural loads from ship-ice ridge collisions using a finite element based 
approach. This indicates that such numerical methods might be useful in the context of 
goal-based Arctic ship design to determine (design) loads from ship-ice ridge 
interactions. By applying the model, we find that the loads from ship-ice ridge 
interactions strongly dependent on the ice ridge thickness. In the context of goal-based 
design, this supports the assumption that the designer must consider the prevailing ridge 
size in a ship´s intended operating area. In future studies, we aim to increase our 
understanding of the cohesion and internal friction of ice ridges, as well as of 
hydrodynamic effects in ship-ice ridge interactions. 

We look into two different tools for assessing the probabilities of various arctic shipping 
specific accidental events: (1) historical accident data, and (2) BN models. We compile 
all publically available arctic maritime accident data that we were able to find into an 
comprehensive database including data on some 3,362 accidental events from the 
period 1975-2018 involving ships above 500 GT. By analysing the data, we make 
multiple interesting findings. For instance, we find that most ship collisions in the Arctic 
occur in ice-free waters, and that heavy weather is behind both most total ship losses, 
and most casualties. We also find that occupational (on-board) accidents is the most 
common type of accident resulting in at least one fatality. Surprisingly, we find that there 
has been no casualties due to accidental ice loads or ship-ice interactions. We find that 
the data, considering its quantity and quality, can be used in the context of goal/risk-
based design for design case specific risk assessments considering the likelihood of 
different types of accident events in different sea areas. However, because the available 
data typically does not include much background information (e.g. on the prevailing 
weather/ice conditions, on the design specification of the involved ship(s), on the role of 
human factors, and on the consequences), it does not support the determination of an 
reliable holistic BN model considering all major types of accidental events. Only for a 
specific type of accidental events, namely ice besetting, does the data appear to be of a 
sufficient quantity and quality for BN modelling. Therefore, we determine a BN model for 
assessing the risk of ice besetting in Arctic waters. The model assesses the risk of 
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besetting based on three parameters: (1) Equivalent ice thickness, (2) Ship size 
measured in Gross Tonnage (GT), and (3) ice class. The model will be tested and 
assessed as a part of our research activities in WP 5. 

This deliverable presents valuable material supporting goal/risk-based design of Arctic 
ships. However, due to the complexity of the topic, there are still several issues for future 
research, including the following5 :  

• How to find an appropriate balance between goal-based regulations, and 
traditional one-fit-all prescriptive design rules? For instance, from a regulatory 
perspective, tailoring and approving a design for a very specific type of operation 
might cause significant challenges during the lifetime of a ship. For instance, 
what happens if the operating area/route of a ship changes? Will it be necessary 
to repeat all calculations and safety assessment? To overcome this issue, we 
need a goal-based approach that is flexible in nature, and which considers the 
fact that ship owners by tradition, when assessing a ships technical capabilities 
with regards to ice navigation, limit their focus to ice classification considerations. 
This could perhaps be achieved by, instead of designing a ship for a specific type 
of operations, we would design ships for a range of operations. 

• In relation to the above, how to consider the human factor? Goal-based design 
allows and encourages the consideration of both passive (design) and active 
(human) risk control measures. This implies that regulators should take into 
considerations factors such as crew training and experience. How to quantify 
such factors?  

• How to consider the characteristics of different types of vessels when 
determining design goals? Vessel requirements will vary significantly and must 
be considered. For example, tankers and passenger vessels require very specific 
considerations as the consequences of potential accidents involving such 
vessels might be much more serious in comparison with those of accidents with 
other types of vessel. In addition, how to account for the fact that remoteness 
exacerbates the impact of any incident. 

• How to define and quantify safety? What is the unit of safety? Goal-based 
regulations intend to result in ships that are “safe”. However, there is no agreed-
on practically applicable measure of ship safety. 

 

 

 

 

                                                
 
 
5 Issues raised and discussed at a recent SEDNA advisory board meeting 
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Annex A 
Formulas for the modelling of the yield surface: 

 

Figure 10-1: shear yield surface and compression yield surface 

Shear yield surface in  𝑝 − 𝑞 form 

𝐟𝐬 = 𝐏𝟎 − 𝐏𝐚𝟎 𝐭𝐚𝐧𝛃𝟎 𝟐 + 𝐪𝟏
(𝟎) 𝟐

− 𝐝𝟎 + 𝐏𝐚𝟎 𝐭𝐚𝐧 𝛃𝟎 			, 𝐏𝟎 ≤ 𝐏𝐚𝟎	       
 (10-1) 

Cap yield surface in  𝑝 − 𝑞 form 

𝐟𝐜 = 𝐏𝟎 − 𝐏𝐚𝟎 𝟐 + 𝐑𝐪𝟏
(𝟎) 𝟐

− 𝐑 𝐝𝟎 + 𝐏𝐚𝟎 𝐭𝐚𝐧 𝛃𝟎 										, 	𝐏𝟎 > 𝐏𝐚𝟎        
 (10-2) 

Solve 𝜎¥Ç?ns<ic  at t=tn+1	
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= 𝑪 ∗
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Check yield condition： 
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If f>0  
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Update coefficients 

          𝐝𝒏Ç𝟏𝒌Ç𝟏 = 𝒅𝒏
𝒌𝒆+

𝜺𝒅𝒆𝒗
𝒑(𝒌Ó𝟏)

𝜿          

            𝑷𝒃𝒌Ç𝟏 = 𝑷𝒏𝒌𝒆
+
𝜺𝐯𝐨𝐥
𝒑(𝒌Ó𝟏)

𝜿          

Judge the value of k to determine the flow; 

Calculate the	𝜎<Ý（¥Ç?） at t=tn+1  

𝛔𝐢𝐣 𝐧Ç𝟏 = 𝛔𝐧Ç𝟏
𝐭𝐫𝐢𝐚𝐥 𝐤 − ∆𝛌𝒊𝐂: 𝐫𝐧Ç𝟏         

 


